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HYBRID MACHINE MODELLING AND CONTROL 
by 
LaIe Canan Tolruz 
ABSTRACT 
Non-uniform motion in machines can be conceived in terms of linkage mechanisms or cams 
which transform the notionally uniform motion of a motor. Alternatively the non-uniform 
motion can be generated directly by a serv~motor under computer control. The advantage of 
linkage mechanisms and cams is that they are capable of higher speeds. They usually admit 
the means of introduction of dynamic balancing without extra parts and a high degree of 
energy conservation exists within the arrangement in motion. The advantage of serv~motors 
is that it is easier to re-program their motion to provide the versatility required of many 
manufacturing processes. 
To generate non-uniform mechanism motion, two alternative techniques are envisaged in the 
work presented. 
(i) where a servo-motor drives a linkage to produce an output. The motion transformation is 
determined with the geometry of the linkage. The mechanism acts as a non-uniform inertia 
buffer between the output and the motor. 
(ii) where a constant speed motor acts in combination with a servo-motor and a differential 
mechanism to produce the output motion of a linkage. 
Machines of these two kinds combine both linkage and a programmable driver. The first 
configuration is referred to a programmable machine, the second one is referred to as a hybrid 
machine. The focus of interest here is on the hybrid machine. One anticipated benefit, the 
second would have over the first, is that the size of the servo-motor power requirement should 
come down. 
In order to explore the idea an experimental rig involving a slider-crank mechanism is 
designed and built. Initially a computer model is developed for this so-called hybrid machine. 
The motion is implement.ed on an experimental rig using a sampled data control system. The 
torque and power relations for the system are considered. The power flow in the rig is 
analysl~d and compared with the computer model. The merits of the hybrid machine are then 
compared with tht' programmable machine. The hybrid machine is further represented with 
bond graphs. Lastly. the obst'rvations on the present work are presented as a guide for the 
de\'eloptllt~nt and use of hybrid machillt's. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Non-Uniform Mechanism Motion 
There are currently two alternative transmission systems for generating non-uniform motion: 
conventional mechanisms and programmable servo-dnl'('~. 
i) Conventional Mechanisms 
The driving power in conventional machines is usually obtained from one single constant 
speed motor. Power is transmitted to the drive shaft through a series of belts, gears and 
chains to obtain uniform motion while cams and linkages are used for non-uniform motion 
transformations to meet the peculiar needs of the process at one or several outputs. Over the 
years, designers of production machinery have answered needs of the market by using these 
components. 
In the design of such transmission systems, the assumption made is that the size and shape of 
the products to be handled by a particular machine are known for its lifetime. Once installed. 
the motion profile cannot be easily changed. Only cam phase adjustments and minor changes 
of link lengths could be possible. Although they can be designed to satisfy high-speed mass 
production, such arrangements are generally considered to be inflexible when required to meet 
frequent changes m either manufacturing processes or products, particularly when short 
change-over time 1S the paramount requirement. Complex mechanistic solutions that may 
provide this versatility sometimes become expensive or are difficult to design. 
However, these traditional linkage/flywheel systems present highly efficient regeneraliw 
capacity. Well-designed systems are capable of higher speeds with adequate dynamic 
balancing. Well-known applications are found in power presses or internal combustion 
engines, for example. Here the flywheel acts as an inertia buffer between load and the power 
source. When the press makes a stroke. work is done on the material between the tools. The 
energy is given out by the flywheel and it is restored from the source of power. Th(' schematic 
representation of conventional mechanical transmission can be seen in Figure I.l.(a). 
ii) Programmable Servo-Drif1t!!l 
Programmable transmission systems are accepted as the basis of a new generation of 
production machines which offer short change-over times, operational reliability and 
flexibility, design simplicity. The machine can handle different products without changing 
any parts in the machine with significant shopfloor flexibility. \tany application examples are 
found in most types of packaging machine to more traditional machines, grinding et.c. Figure 
I.l.(b) represents a programmable transmission schematically. 
In programmable transmission systems, a module consists of three basic elements: the motor, 
the drive and the control system. 
The motor, the main element, is an electrical device that generates the non-uniform motion. 
It takes advantage of the developments in digital technology in power devices and in new 
magnetic materials. Stepper motors, dc brush motors or brushless servo-motors constitute the 
broad type that are suitable for many applications. Each type of motor has benefits and 
drawbacks in terms of its suitability for a particular application. 
Stepper motors have simplicity in construction with low cost. No feedback components are 
needed. These motors have three main types as permanent magnet, variable reluctance and 
hybrid steppers. They are simple to drive and control in an open-loop configuration. However, 
loss of accuracy may happen as a result of operating open-loop. They can cause excessive 
heating and they are noisy at high speeds. DC brush moto1'S have benefits of smoothness for 
the whole speed range. A wide variety of configurations is available for different applications, 
ie: low inertia, moving coil, ironless rotor etc. The closed-loop control eliminates the risk of 
positional errors. The addition of feedback components does increase the cost. Several 
drawbacks of these motors are related to their commutator and brushes that are subject to 
wear and require maintanence. These also prevent the motor being used in hazardous 
environments or in a vacuum. Undoubtedly brush less motors combine best performance 
features of stepper and DC brush motors. They can product' high peak torques and operate at 
very high speeds. The only drawback results from their cost and complexity, and need for 
additional feedback components. 
The second basic element, the drive IS what makes the difference between a conventiona.l 
system and a programmable system. It is an electronic power amplifier which delivers the 
power to operate the motor in response to control signals. In general. the drive will be 
specifically designed to operate with a particular type of molur. A stepper drive can not be 
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used to operate a DC brush motor, for exam pie. 
The control system determines the actual task performed by the motor such as controlling 
variables like position, speed, torque. Thf'Y refer to position. velocity or torque control 
systems in which the angular position of the motor shaft is required to be controlled with 
addition of a shaft encoder, or the motor velocity is required to follow a given velocity profile 
as motor/tachometer combination or in the case of motor torque control with torque sensors 
respectively. These control systems all have a common purpose to ensure that command 
signals are obeyed immediately and exactly. The control function required can be distributed 
between a host controller, such as a desk-top computer. One controller can operate in 
conjunction with several drives and motors in a multi-axis system. So together with three 
basic elements, the non-uniform motion can be generated at the motor shaft output at the 
end. 
However, for all of very basic rotary motions even this drive concept needs a transforming 
mechanism, such as a leadscrew or a rack and pinion, or a coupler and slider to complement 
the motion generation or to reach a required working point. The speed of operation of these 
programmable drives is limited by their dynamic bandwidth and torque capacity particularly 
when the mass of parts is added to a rotor. Complex non-uniform motion with high harmonic 
content will test performance limits. In direct generation of alternating type non-uniform 
motions these motors have to provide the required current to produce accelerating and 
decelerating torques. By constrast this involves an energy interchange between the mechanical 
and electrical components that may not be allowed for and prove very inefficient. 
iii) Hybrid Machines 
A configuration which combines the above two types of non-uniform motion generation, 
conventional and programmable, presents new alternatives referred here as hybrid machines 
[1.1]. The prospect is one balancing the advantage and disadvantage of each transmission 
system and offer a better transmission configuration maximizing benefits of both. 
The study and application of hybrid machines for nOIl- uniform motion had not been 
previously explored and a suitable configuration was not clear. Here one possibility was 
thought to involve a differential mechanism. Inputs from a uniform motion constant speed 
motor and a programmable motion servo-motor would, therefore. be summed in a differential 
gear-unit to produce the non-uniform motion at the output of a linkage. 
The differential is a commonly used transmission mechanism for addition and subtraction 
purposes. By using a differential device it may be possible to make the motion programmable 
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and regenerative. Thus there will be a regenerative pnme mover where energy is stored In 
kinetic form and available when required. 
Figure 1.2 shows a schematic representation of a hybrid machine in the herein configuration. 
The expected benefits of this hybrid arrangement would be a reduced size of the servo-motor 
power requirements, more efficient use of energy, reduced change-over time with the 
programmed motions and potentially higher speeds with programmable features. 
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Figure 1.2. Hybrid Machines. 
From the above introduction, a summarizing table of advantages and disadvantages are given 
for the alternative transmission systems and also the expected benefits for the hybrid 
machines. This is shown in Table 1.1. 
Mainly the objective here is to study hybrid machines by modelling and experiment and 
subsequently deduce their important performance characteristics in terms of input torques 
and power rating for drive optimization. Conclusions will be presented in a form suitable as a 
design guide for hybrid machines through the study of two available transmission systems. 
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Two degrees of freedom mechanisms 
Linkage mechanisms with two or more degrees of freedom are known a..-- adl'Jstabh 
mechanzsms. In them discrete or continuous adjustability of the mechanism during operation 
can be possible. The requirement may be changes of a coupler curve or mechanism ~troke 
adjustment, for example. 
Here two degrees of freedom mechanisms can be considered in two groups: linkage., and cams 
and differential mechanisms. 
i) Linkages and Cams 
In a single degree of freedom application, the position of an output member i~ directly 
dependent upon the dimensions of the links and the position of the input member. For 
example, four bar linkages can be used as function generators, such that the output moves as 
some function of the input as: 
() = f( </» 
or a slider-crank mechanism provides a linear reciprocating output as a function of input 
crank angle like; 
x = f((}) 
When the motion is implemented usmg cams, uniform motion of an input member is 
converted into a non-uniform motion of the output member. The output motion may be 
either shaft rotation, slider translation or follower motions created by direct contact between 
the input cam shape and the follower. The cam rotates at a constant angular velocity and the 
follower moves up and down. The motion of the follower depends on the cam profile. During 
the upward motion the cam drives the follower. In the return motion the follower is driven by 
the action of springs unless it a closed track cam or conjugate cam pair. It gives a relation 
between the crank rotation and the follower displacement as: 
Z= f( (}) 
However, if the requirement is that of obtaining output related to more than Ol1t' input. then 
two degrees of freedom have to be provided by the mechanism. The seven bar linkage. the 
three slider linkage and three dimensional cams can be giv{,11 as examples. In a two degree of 
freedom mechanism. two separate inputs control a single output. With two inpuls available. 
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the arrangement provides an enlarged versatility but mechanical complication. 
One of the simplest two degrees of freedom applications can be seen in the -"et'efl bar lInkage, 
which is in Figure 1.3.(a). The linkage is capable of generating 
where 83 is the displacement of the output link and 81, 82 are the displacements of the two 
input links. 
The second example is the three slider Imkage. The relation between inputs and the output is 
gIven as; 
where x3 is the slider output and Xl' X2 are the displacements of the two input sliders. A 
three slider linkage can be seen in Figure 1.3.(b}. 
In three dimensional cams, the motion of the follower depends not only upon the rotation of 
the cam but it is also dependent on the axial motion of the cam. They are capable of 
generating functions of two independent variables. But they are difficult to manufacture and 
are quite expensive. A three dimensional cam is given in Figure 1.3.(c}. The output motion 
can be written with a mathematical relation as: 
z= f(x, 8) 
where z is the output, X is the axial motion of the cam and 8 is the angular displacement of 
the cam. 
ii) Differential M eclaanisms 
Differentaal mechanisms are used to sum up two different motions, where the output is 
linearly dependent on two inputs. This fact is the characteristic of the differential in which 
gives the ability to act as a two degree of freedom mechanism. There are many different types 
of differentials available according to the function required at the output. We may includt> 
linkage, screw, betle! and spur gear differentials, for example. 
When the differential mechanism is used for simple adding purposes, both inputs and output 
are linear. This device is known as a linear differential. 
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It is shown in Figure 1.4.(a). Here the motion of bar 4. x-j is expressed as: 
where x2 and x3 are the linear inputs from bars 2 and 3. The mechanism can also be used for 
su btraction by adding negative portions to the scales. 
When the inputs are rotary and the requirement is to have a linear output. this is achieved 
with a screw differential [1.2]. A sketch of a screw differential is shown in Figure 1.4.(b). The 
pointer is constrained to move only axially with the screw without any rotation. The inputs 
are fed to gears 2 and 3, and the addition is represented on a linear scale by pointer 4. The 
output of the pointer x4 is written as: 
where 82 and 83 are the angular displacements from the gears. 
When it is required to add rotations rather than linear quantities a bevel gear or a spur gear 
differential is applied. Gear differentials are compact and have unlimited angular 
displacement capacity and they are the most commonly used mechanisms for addition and 
subtraction purposes. An example epicyclic unit holds kinematic relations between its 
members as: 
where 83 is the velocity of the output shaft, 81 and ()2 are the velocities of the two inputs. 
This unit is represented schematically in Figure 1.4.(c) as epicyclic of basic ratio p with 
rotating casing. 
Thesis Structure: 
Chapter 1 begins with a description of the experimental set-up for a hybrid arrangement and 
its components. The elements used in system control and measurement are explained. Ttlt' 
torque and power measurement are studied. 
Chapter ~ contains Illotion design considerations for different reciprocating motions of fixed 
stroke. Polynomial laws are applied to define the slider motions. Their derivation is ('xamint'd 
in detail. Three characteristically different slider motions are chosen and presentt'd for 
implementations on the hybrid arrangement. 
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In chapter 3, kinematic and dynamic analysis for a slider-crank mechani~l!1 are studied. 
Inverse kinematic issues are included for the non-uniformly rotating crank. Tht' differential 
equations of motion are derived using Lagrange's equations. The driving torques required are 
found for three different prescribed motions by using the equation of motion. The output 
crank motion is then separated into its components for the constant speed motor and the 
servo-motor input. 
Chapter 4 contains a generalized approach to mathematical modelling of systems. It 
formulates a mathematical model of the hybrid arrangement using Lagrange's equations. 
With the model, the analysis of the real system response is carried out for test input signals 
and the designed motions. 
Computer control issues are discussed in chapter 5. This chapter presents the controller 
hardware requirement to implement the required functional tasks. Also, the control hardware 
arrangement is described and the obtained system responses are presented. Lat.er command 
motion tuning is introduced to the system. 
These four chapters establish the mathematical and the experimental framework on which 
subsequent chapters are related for the torque and power calculations. So chapter 6 combines 
them and presents calculations for torque distribution and power flow in the hybrid 
arrangement. A modified experimental set-up is also described for torque and angular velocity 
measurement in this chapter. 
Chapter 7 is devoted to the comparisons of theoretical and experimental results. A discussion 
on the system responses and modulated slider outputs are then followed with the results for 
theoretical and experimental torque distribution and power flow. The comparison of the 
programmable drive without differential and the hybrid arrangement is also included in this 
chapter with further comments for future use. Regenerative programmable systems are 
considered. 
In chapter 8, fundamentals of bond graphs are included as all alternative way of interpreting 
the power flow in the system. The method of bond graph assembly is covered. To achieve 
bond graph modelling simplifying assumptions are made in the system equations. The hybrid 
arrangement is then represented by bond graphs to clarify the interactions among its 
components. 
Finally the observations on the work achieved and recommendations for further work are 
present.t'd in chapter 9. 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE HYBRID ARRANGEMENT 
1.1. Introduction 
An arrangement that combines the two types of non-uniform motion generation is presented 
in this chapter. The main idea is to utilize the advantages and disadvantages of each 
alternative to offer a new alternative referred as a hybrid machine [1.1]. In this arrangement, 
the fundamental non-uniform motion requirement is derived from a linkage mechanism and 
the second input, which is programmable, is used to provide the modulation of that 
fundamental motion. 
The experimental arrangement, based on a slider-crank mechanism, is built using suitable 
available motors, sensors and standard commercially available transmission elements. With 
this arrangement arbitrary reciprocating motions, with various characteristics but a fixed 
length of stroke, are to be achieved. 
1.2. The General Description of The Experimental Arrangement 
The arrangement, shown schematically in Figure 1.1 consists of 
• dc server motor and serveramplifier 
• dc constant speed motor 
• differential epicyclic gear-unit 
• slider-crank mechanism 
In the arrangement, the dc constant speed motor acts with a server motor and a differential 
gear-unit to produce an output that is connected directly to the crank of the mechanism. This 
arrangement is capable of operating alternatively from the constant speed input or the server 
driven input or a combination of each. General and top view of this arrangement are given in 
appendix 1 Figure A .1.1. 
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1.2.1. The Drive Motors 
The disc armature, printed circuit type dc servo-motor provides the programmable input. The 
essential element of this motor is its unique disc-shape armature with printed commutator 
bars in what is sometimes described as a pancake configuration, i.e., a large diameter and a 
narrow width. 
Printed circuit motors have developed in response to the need for low inertia, high 
acceleration drives for actuators and servo applications. However, they possess some 
drawbacks because of their unique armature design. Since the current flow in a disc armature 
is radial, the windings are arranged across a rather large radius. This radius factor contributes 
to the relatively high moment of inertia of the armature. The thin printed circuit armature 
also has a brittle construction which can be considered a basic limiting factor in its 
applications. 
The dc servo-motor used has a rated output power of 1 kW. Its rated torque in continuous 
operation is 3.2 N.m and its rated speed is limited at 3000 rpm. This motor is supplied with 
an integral tacho-generator. The dc servo-motor is driven by an amplifier which is controlled 
by a microcomputer. 
The uniform motion input is generated by a dc shunt motor. The motor armature and the 
line of drive parts form the principal flywheel effect. The term 'shunt' is derived from the 
connection of the field and armature in parallel across the power supply. The shunt motor 
provides good speed regulation and it is generally used as a relatively constant speed motor. 
This motor has an output power of 0.75 kW and its maximum speed is 1500 rpm. 
1.2.2. The Differential Gear-Unit 
The differential used is an epicyclic gear-unit with multiple planet assemblies having their 
gears and shafts integral. It is comprised of three principal elements as follows: 
- the casing (annulus) which carries the planets 
- the central shaft 
- the torque arm sleeve. 
The kinematic relationship between the angular speeds of these three elements is given by the 
formula. 
( 1.1 ) 
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where 
91 - angular speed of the casing (the constant speed motor) 
92 - angular speed of the torque arm sleeve (the servo-motor) 
93 - angular speed of the central shaft (the crankshaft) 
p - gear ratio relating 92 to 93 , when 61 =0. 
The gear ratio can be expressed in explicit form as: 
_ product of number of teeth in driving gears _ Ab 
P - product of number of teeth in driven gears - aB 
where A and B are the number of teeth in sun gears and a and b are the number of teeth in 
planet gears. 
From Figure 1.1, we can see that the annulus of the differential gear-unit is driven by belts 
(Vee belts) and the servo-motor is coupled to the other input of the gear-unit with the 
reaction plate and a flexible coupling. 
The differential gear-unit used is given with its dimensions and specifications in appendix 1 
Figure A.1.3.(a). The accessories on the torque arm sleeve also shown in Figure A.1.3.(b) with 
a detailed drawing. 
1.2.3. The Design of Slider-Crank Mechanism 
The slider crank mechanism is used for the implementation of translating reciprocating 
motion in the present study. The design parameters of this mechanism are chosen to match 
with the drive capacity of available motors. 
The slider-crank mechanism is shown in an assembly drawing in appendix 1 Figure A.1.4. In 
the assembly of the mechanism, the connecting rod and the crank are connected with a 
threaded bearing pin with sliding fit and fixed with a nut at the end. Needle bearings are used 
at the ends of the connecting rod with the outer race of the each needle bearing press fitted. 
The slider slides on a slideway plate which is screwed down to the base, which in turn is 
clamped on to a heavy tool bed. Rollers are fixed on the slideway plate to provide a sliding 
path to ensure reciprocating motion. The crankshaft, which connects the crank and the 
differential gear-unit, is also keyed to the crank and the differential gear-unit. The crankshaft 
is supported by means of two pillow blocks. 
The sectional view of the slider-crank mechanism is given in Figure A.I.5. 
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1.3. System Control and Measurement 
The control system is built around the memory mapped Input/Output (I/O) channel on a 
VME/10, 68010 microprocessor development system. 
Several sensors are incorporated in the control system. There is a tachogenerator to sense the 
velocity and an incremental encoder to provide information about the shaft position. 
Wherever mechanical rotary motion has to be monitored, the encoder provides a necessary 
interface between the motor or the mechanism and the control unit. It transforms rotary 
movement into the electrical signals that are then conditioned; ie. the counters and 
microprocessors can easily count and synchronize the pulses. 
To perform a closed-loop control action for the servo-system, a shaft encoder is connected via 
a flexible coupling directly to the servo-motor armature. The actual output is measured, fed 
back and compared to the desired input. Any difference between the two is the deviation from 
the desired input. This is amplified and used to correct the error. 
In order to take additional measurements from the experimental arrangement shown in 
Figure 1.1, two incremental encoders are used, one fixed to the constant speed motor and 
other one fixed to the crankshaft. For this arrangement, it is also necessary to coordinate the 
command motion of the servo-motor to that of the constant speed motor irrespective of the 
operation of speed. In order to drive the servo-motor as a slave to the constant-speed motor, 
an encoder is indirectly connected to the annulus of the epicyclic unit. Thus pulses from the 
constant speed motor are taken to update the position command to direct the servo-motor. 
The encoder on the crankshaft is only used for open-loop measurement for the system output. 
It is driven by means of a timing belt. This encoder is also used to enable the correlation 
between the crank position and the slider displacement. In order to allocate a certain position, 
like zero position of the crank which corresponds to zero slider displacement, a reference pulse 
from this encoder has been used to start the main control cycle. 
The displacement of the slider is measured by means of a linear potentiometer which is fixed 
on the slider block. A voltage supply is connected to this potentiometer, the output is then 
fed to Analog-to-Digital Converter's (ADC) through the designed controller boards. The 
linear displacement of the slider is obtained in terms of ADC counts as experimental data 
reading. 
The above control requirements for the servo-system and for the coordination of both motors 
are implt'mented by using a control hardware arrangement developed by . Mechanisms and 
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Machines Group', Liverpool Polytechnic. The control hardware arrangement will be discussed 
in Chapter 5 in detail. 
1.4. Torque and Power Measurement 
In the second part of the study, the system torque and power outputs are measured. To 
achieve this, the hybrid arrangement is modified. 
An inductive torque transducer is mounted between the differential gear-unit and the crank 
shaft by means of two flexible couplings. The torque transducer used incorporates a pulse 
pick-up transducer in its body. Thus to measure the angular velocity, signals coming from the 
pick-up are converted into a dc-voltage output with a frequency-to-voltage converter. Later 
the angular velocities are obtained by using pulse counting also. So with this set-up, the 
power flow and output is directly found by measuring torques and angular velocities. These 
measurements are presented in Chapter 6. 
1.S. ConclUBion 
The hybrid arrangement and its components have been described in this chapter. A slider-
crank is chosen for an example mechanism. The reason for this configuration is simply 
because of its suitability in many machine tool applications considerably in the stamping 
machines. 
The technical requirements for the servo-system, the motion coordination and the means to 
achieve other measurements are discussed. According to the level of importance, as a first 
step, a closed-loop position control is achieved and the coordination of the constant speed 
motor and the servo-motor is performed. Output measurements are then taken from the 
crankshaft with corresponding slider displacements. 
After completing the experiments and measurements for the first part, a modified 
experimental set-up is prepared with the inclusion of a torque transducer. The generated 
output torques and angular velocities are measured. The power flow from separate inputs of 
the system is then found. 
Particularly starting from this chapter, the studies are carried on the hybrid arrangement. It 
is hoped that the results obtained would be able to reveal many unknown aspects of these 
types of machines and encourage their successful applications in the future. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MOTION DESIGN 
2.1. Introduction 
The importance of motion design, implementation and control has become significant in 
recent years. This is the result of use of computers and microprocessors in the advancement of 
design and control techniques. Motion design especially has got the leading priority for the 
applications in high-speed production machinery. 
Basically the developments have focused on the industrial processes that require intermittent 
or non-uniform motion. These motions could generally be implemented using linkage 
mechanisms and cams. Now the generation of non-uniform motion in machines using servo-
motors is increasing more than ever. The servo-motors can perform a variety of motions by 
modulating the speed of a drive motor to produce a required characteristics for the output 
motion. 
Motion design is a means of evaluation and adaptation of motion before its implementation 
into a system. The motions required may concern the position of a point, plane or body 
positions. This gives the description of motions with mathematical functions. We may, for 
example, wish to include harmonic laws, standard cam motion laws and polynomials etc. as 
suitable mathematical forms. This results in a need for a stronger mathematical basis on 
which to begin the design process. 
In this chapter, motion design is studied in the context of a hybrid machine implementation. 
Characteristically different reciprocating motions are defined to match given boundary 
conditions using polynomial laws. 
2.2. Motion Design 
In motion dl"sign. the motion of a mechanical system is specified by the position expressed as 
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a function of time or is coordinated with the position of other moving elements. As a common 
practical way to conceive the required motion, the motion cycle is divided into a number of 
discrete segments. Position, velocity, acceleration and even jerk or higher derivatives are set 
as boundary conditions for the segments of motion. In addition, sometimes l'la or 
intermediate points are also included to control the dynamic properties of the motion between 
boundary conditions. Each segment is basically defined by its own law. A variety of 
mathematical functions are then used to describe the motion. 
Mathematical forms of motion laws generally fit into two groups: harmonIC and polynomial 
laws. The widest use of these laws is generally found in the field of cams. The experience of 
other studies [2.1], [2.2], [2.3] and [2.4] reveals that polynomial laws can be considered as a 
means of satisfying boundary conditions for the function and its derivatives and also for the 
computational simplicity. Polynomials are used throughout in the present study. 
2.2.1. Polynomial Laws 
The general form of the polynomial motion is given by: 
n 
x(t) = L 
i=O 
c .t I 
I 
(2.1) 
where x(t) is the desired output motion, ci are the polynomial coefficients defining the law 
and n is the degree of the polynomial. The general derivative of a polynomial can be 
described as: 
.9!., x(t) = 
dtJ 
where j is the order of derivative. 
(2.2) 
The number of terms in the polynomial equation is dependent on the number of boundary 
conditions. In this work, the degree of polynomial law defining the motion law is made equal 
to the number of constraints used to define the motion minus one. The abbreivations x, X, x 
are used for the slider displacement, velocity and acceleration in the coming parts. 
2.2.2. Solution of Polynomial Coefficients 
The coefficients of a polynomial equation are determined by the formulation of matrice-
which include the imposed boundary conditions, given time intervals and the unknown 
coefficients. The equation for the nth order polynomial in terms of the independent variable 
time is written as: 
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(2.3) 
Differentiation of this yields the following velocity equation, 
(2.4) 
Similarly, the differentiation of velocity equation gives the acceleration: 
x(t) = 2c2 + 6c3t + .............. + n (n-l) cn t n - 2 (2.5) 
When multi-segmented polynomials are implemented, the interval between two successive 
design points is considered as an individual segment. The continuity between these segments 
up to the second derivative is generally required for dynamic smoothness. The polynomials 
are solved for each successive segment. Final conditions of one segment give the initial 
conditions of the next one. 
A division of a motion cycle into segments is shown in Figure 2.1. The suffix and f 
represents the starting and end points of each segment respectively. 
seKmentl seKment2 seKment3 segment4 seKment5 
Xl i ' x1/ x2i=X1/ ' X2! x3i=X2! . X3! X4i=X3! ' X4! XSi=X4! I XS! 
Xl' . , X1/ X2i=X1/ ' X2! X3i=X2! ' X3/ X4i=X3/ ' X4/ XS.=X4/ ' XS/ 
Xli ' X1/ X2i=x 1/ ' X2/ X3i=X2/ , X3/ X4i=X3/ ' X4/ X5i=X4/ ' X5/ 
Figure 2.1. Division of a motion into segments. 
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In the studied motion examples, the specification of displacement, velocity and acceleration at 
each end of a single segment results in six boundary conditions. It thus requires the 
evaluation of six constant coefficients of a polynomial, the lowest order of which is of the 
form; 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
The above equations from (2.6) to (2.8) can be assembled into a matrix form which involves 
the given boundary conditions separately. In a common representation, the unknown 
coefficients are Cj and the given input values xi' Xi' xi are the set of imposed boundary 
conditions at the corresponding time values of t i. Each one of Xi' Xi to Xi represent a simple 
condition for the required displacement, velocity and acceleration. Six boundary conditions 
yield a system of equations that can be assembled in 6x6 matrix form of equation (2.9) 
between any known time instants, like tl and t 2 . 
Xl 1 tl t 2 1 t 3 1 t 4 1 t 5 1 Co 
Xl 0 1 2tl 3t 2 1 4t 3 1 5t 4 1 cI 
Xl 0 0 2 6t1 12t 2 1 20t 3 1 c2 
x2 1 t2 t 2 2 t 3 2 t 4 2 t 5 2 c3 
x2 
J l 0 1 2t2 3t 2 4t 3 5t 4 c4 2 2 2 X2 0 0 2 6t2 12t 2 20t 3 c5 2 2 
X A C 
(2.9) 
This can be written concisely in matrix form as: 
X=A Q (2.10) 
where A is the matrix containing the time instants, X is the vector containing the imposed 
boundary conditions and C is the vector including the unknown polynomial coefficients. The 
multiplication of this equation by the inverse of A gives the unknown coefficients C or 
(2.11 ) 
For a simplified motion and initial condition specification for zero time, the number of 
.).) 
_ ... 
coefficient is halfed as the others disappear on differentiation. If xl' Xl' Xl and xl' X2• Xl are 
set as initial and final conditions for each segment. its matrix form is found as: 
Xl r 1 1 0 0 0 0 
r 
Co 
xl 0 1 0 0 0 0 CI 
xl 0 0 2 0 0 0 c2 
x 2 1 t t2 t3 (t t 5 c3 
x2 0 1 2t 3t2 4t3 5t4 c4 
x2 0 0 2 6t 12t2 20t3 c5 
(2.12) 
Here, time instants appear as t instead of 6. t. The inversion of the above C matrix gives the 
coefficien ts as: 
(2.13) 
2.3. The Example Motions 
This section considers three motions having different characteristics. These motions are 
specifically chosen to evaluate the applicability of the hybrid arrangement. They are given in 
the order of Rise-Return (R-R), Rise-Dwell-Return (R-D-R) and Rise-Return-Dwell (R-R-D) 
which involve a different number of segments for each one. 
In order to carryall calculations on the segmented polynomial laws, a motion generation 
program which was in pascal was prepared. 
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In this program, the definition of motion starts with the specification of overall motion 
parameters such as maximum stroke, duration of motion for ech segment, control cycle time 
and the number of segments in the motion. After specifying these, the segment constraints or 
boundary conditions at various points are required one by one. Each one of the coefficients 
given in the equation (2.13) are then evaluated. They are substituted into each segment law 
to obtain the motion. 
In each run of the program, the boundary conditions can be edited to alter the profile in each 
segment. What is required is to solve polynomials for each segment to get a smooth transition 
from one segment to the next. The observation during different motion trials is that, any 
small change in displacement condition results in large alterations in velocity and 
acceleration. So the velocity and acceleration have to be changed manually. This may provide 
difficulty in the optimum selection of the boundary conditions for the required motion. 
2.3.1. Rise-Return Motion (R-R) 
In this motion, the imposed boundary conditions include the displacement, velocity and 
acceleration resulting in the setting of six constraints for each segment. 
Figure 2.2 shows the design motion of a slider in a slider-crank mechanism as a full line. This 
is to result from modulation of the crank speed. The dotted line represents the slider motion 
for a constant speed driven crank. The boundary conditions for this motion are given in for 
each segment separately in Table 2.1. 
The example motion IS divided into 4 segments. The stroke, already defined by the 
mechanism geometry, is equal to 0.12 m. The constant speed motor is considered to be 
running at 1500 rpm, at its rated maximum speed. After introducing the belt reduction and 
differential gear-unit, the crank finally rotates around 200 rpm. 
In the first segment, the motion starts with zero displacement and velocity but with assigned 
slider acceleration. The slider motion is given a quick rise in the forward stroke. During the 
return stroke, the slider reaches a specific velocity at the end of the second segment. The third 
segment is required to have a constant velocity for about 50 ms. The mechanism then returns 
to its original position at the end of the fourth segment. The entire motion is desired to be 
continuous up to acceleration throughout the cycle. Compared with the constant speed driven 
slider output from Figure 2.2, here continuous modulations are required to provide quicker 
forward and slower return stroke. The motion cycle is desired to be completed in 300 ms. 
Figure 2.3 shows the designed slider displacement, velocity and acceleration curve~. 
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SLIDER DISPLACEMENT (X) 
Time 
to 
t} 
t2 
tJ 
t4 
----....,. 
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1 2 
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\ 
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Figure 2.2. Modulated slider motion (R-R). 
Table 2.1. Boundary Conditions for R-R Motion 
Boundary Condition 
Xo= 0.00 m 
Xol Xol Xo *0= 0.00 m/s 
xo= 34.20 m/s.s 
x l = 0.12 m 
xII XII Xl Xl = 0.00 m/s 
Xl = -35.00 m/s.s 
x2= 0.08 m 
x21 x21 x2 x2= -0.80 m/s 
x2= 0.00 m/s.s 
xJ = 0.040 m 
x31 x31 x3 x3= -0.80 m/s 
xJ = 0.00 m/s.s 
x4= 0.00 m 
x4 • x4• x4 x4= 0.00 m/s 
x4= 34.20 m/s.s 
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SLIDER DISP. (m) 
0.2 
0. 1 
100.0 200.0 
TIME (ms) 
SLIDER VEL. (m/s) 
3.0 
200.0 300.0 
-1.5 
-3.0 TIME (ms) 
SLIDER ACC. (m/s.s) 
60.0 
100.0 200.0 
-30.0 
-60.0 TIME (ms) 
Figure 2.3. The Designed Slider Motion (R-R). 
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In order to get the above final form of the curves in this example. the velocity and 
acceleration are changed manually with guesses. Quite a wide range of curves were observed. 
At the end, one has been chosen. These motion points for the slider displacement. velocity 
and acceleration are then stored for further use in the necessary inverse solution of the 
displacement equations for modulated crank input. 
One potential application of this type of continuous motion modulation is considered in a 
machine for cutting variable lengths of material, for example, paper. foil. This application 
demands an output which is continuously rotating but with cyclically fluctuating velocity. If 
desired, the flexibility for the cutting action to suit different cut lengths of material can 
simply be achieved. 
2.3.2. Rise-DweU-Return Motion (R-D-R) 
A three segment, R- D- R motion has been considered. The motion IS characterized by SIX 
constraints for each segments and 5th degree polynomials are used. 
The modulated slider motion can be seen in Figure 2.4 as a full line with the constant speed 
driven slider motion as a dotted line. The assigned displacements, velocities and accelerations 
for boundary conditions are displayed in Table 2.2. 
The constant speed motor rotates at 750 rpm for this motion. As a result of belt reduction g, 
which is 1/1.875, and the differential gear-unit reduction, (l-p), which is equal to 0.260, the 
crank rotates about 100 rpm. 
In the first segment, the boundary conditions are set to zero except for the assigned slider 
acceleration. This acceleration is made to be equal 100 rpm rotating crank driven slider for 
the same motion starting conditions with the constant speed motor driven crank. The motion 
starts with a quick forward stroke to reach its top dead centre. In the second segment, a 50-
ms dwell is introduced to meet zero velocity and acceleration for this part of the motion. So 
the crank is due to stop at top dead centre as a result of imposed boundary conditions. The 
motion cycle is then completed with a faster return in the third segment and the slider finally 
returns to its starting point. The motion cycle lasts for 600 ms. The time for the rise and 
return periods is 275 ms that is an equal rise and return periods. 
The designed slider displacement, velocity and acceleration curves are glven 111 Figure 2.5. 
These slider curves art' arrived at after many manual trials, with different guesses at each 
time. 
SLIDER DISPLACEMENT (X) 
TIME 
Figure 2.4. Modulated slider motion (R-D-R). 
Table 2.2. Boundary Conditions for R-D-R Motion 
Time Boundary Condition 
xo= 0.00 m 
to xo' xo, Xo xo= 0.00 m/s 
xo= 8.56 m/s.s 
xl = 0.12 m 
tl Xl' Xl' Xl Xl = 0.00 mls 
xl = 0.00 m/s.s 
x2= 0.12 m 
t2 x2' x2' x2 x2= 0.00 m/s 
x2= 0.00 m/s.s 
x3= 0.00 m 
t3 x3' x3' x3 x3= 0.00 m/s 
x3= 8.56 m/s.s 
Basically, for this motion, what is actually required from the servcrmotor is something more 
than just small modulations. In this application, both motors run at different speeds but the 
crank rotates with resultant zero angular velocity through the action of the differential gear-
unit. With the servcrmotor used, this raised a question about the capacity of the motor to 
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SLIDER DISP. (m) 
0.2 
0. 1 
200.0 
SLIDER VEL. (m/s) 
3.0 
1.5 
-1.5 
-3.0 
SLIDER ACC. (m/s.s) 
30.0 
15.0 
-15.0 
-30.0 
200.0 
400.0 
TIME (ms) 
400.0 
TIME (ms) 
400.0 
TIME (ms) 
Figure 2.5. The Designed Slider Motion (R-D-R). 
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600.0 
600.0 
achive step change associated with the required accelerations just preceding and following a 
dwell. Even though an attempt has been made to match the motor and load inertia, to 
optimize performance with a speed of 1500 rpm the constant speed motor, the acceleration 
torque requirements of the servo-motor were too high. The dwell implementation was not 
possible. However, when the speed is reduced to its half, the benefits of motor and load 
matching are realized. That is why, the dc constant speed motor is operated at 750 rpm. 
The potential application of this motion is considered for soap bar embossing. The operation 
reqUIres near dwell conditions at the compression end of the stroke. This motion could 
describe an appropriate example by using a slider-crank configuration. Another potential 
application of dwell motion can be considered in assembly lines where the coordination of one 
machine element is essential with the other machine element. Sometimes this requires the 
motion to be designed to perform longer dwells within the cycle. After accepting the potential 
use of hybrid arrangements, it is up to the designer to deal with different motion 
characteristics whether they include a dwell or not. 
2.3.3. Rise-Retum-Dwell Motion (R-R-D) 
Figure 2.6 and Table 2.3 show the slider motion and boundary conditions for the motion 
herein referred to as R-R-D. 
SLIDER DISP. (X) 
TIME 
, 
, 
Figure 2.6. Modulated slider motion (R-R-D). 
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Table 2.3. Boundary Conditions for R-R-D ~folion I 
Time Boundary Condition ! I 
[ 
xo= 0.00 m : 
to Xo, xo' Xo *0= 0.00 m/s ! i 
I 
xo= 8.56 m/s.s i 
xI = 0.034 m 
tl xl' Xl' Xl xl =0.64 m/s 
i 
Xl =0.00 m/s.s I 
x2= 0.047 m 
t2 x2 ' x2' x2 x2= 0.64 m/s 
x2= 0.00 m/s.s 
x3= 0.12 m 
t3 x3' x3' x3 x3= 0.00 m/s 
x3= -14.0 m/s.s 
x4= 0.00 m 
t4 x4' x4' x4 x4= 0.00 m/s 
x4= 0.00 m/s.s 
xs= 0.00 m 
ts xs' xs, )(s xs= 0.00 m/s 
xs= 0.00 m/s.s 
In that figure, the full line represents the designed slider motion and dotted line indicates the 
slider output for a constant speed driven crank. The cycle of motion is divided into five 
segments. All operating conditions for this dwell application are the same as the previous 
motion, i.e. the crankshaft rotates at 100 rpm. 
In the first segment the motion begins from steady conditions of zero position, zero velocity 
and a finite acceleration. At the end of this segment the position and velocity reach particular 
values while the acceleration becomes zero. The second segment has a constant velocity which 
would enable the control of a impact velocity as the slider arrives at the object to be pushed. 
This continues for about 20 ms. The pusher reaches its top dead centre at the end of third 
segment. The return stroke is then completed with matching zero velocity and acceleration 
requirements in the forth segment. The fifth and final segment is a dwell for 60 ms and the 
o~erall motion cycle is performed in 600 ms. 
The same motion generation program has again been used to find coefficients for this five 
segment.ed motion. Before the decision is made, the software has been run many times with 
different velocity and acceleration constraints. The final slider displacement, velocity and 
acceleration curves are given in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7. The Designed Slider Motion (R-R-D). 
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2.4. Conclusion 
This chapter has presented a study on motion design for the hybrid arrangement. The motion 
design has been considered with polynomial laws and their solution method. A simple motion 
generation program was prepared to satisfy our specific requirements for the use of 5th degree 
polynomials. While designing the slider motions, some potential applications were focused on 
for the hybrid machines such as a high-speed programmable press and a high performance 
cut-to-Iength machine system requiring different modulations. 
However, further work can be carried on the study of motion design for the application of 
different motion laws other than polynomials, making comparisons of the advantages that 
they might offer. For instance, in spite of many advantages, polynomials can show a peculiar 
behaviour, described as meandering between motion end points. 
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CHAPTER 3 
KINEMATIC AND DYNAMIC ISSUES 
3.1. Introduction 
Linkage mechanisms are used to control position and in some cases velocity and acceleration 
of system components as a function of the given input. The higher derivatives of their motion 
are prescribed by defining the relation between the position and time, or relative position of 
some of their bodies. The design and understanding of linkage mechanisms is conveniently 
divided into two levels of analysis, namely kinematic and dynamic. 
The kinematic analysis of a mechanism is the study of the geometry of its motion quite apart 
from the forces. It is concerned with the interrelation of displacement, velocity, acceleration 
and time. Knowing the physical relation between any two kinematic quantities and time is 
adequate to obtain a complete kinematic understanding of motion. To achieve this, the 
position, velocity and acceleration of members of a mechanism are typically determined by 
using linear algebraic equations specially derived for the mechanism of interest. 
By contrast the dynamIC analysis involves determination of the time history of position. 
velocity and acceleration of the system resulting from the action of external and internal 
forces. The equations of dynamics are differential or differential-algebraic equations. 
Lagrange's equations are commonly used as a basis for formulation. 
In this chapter, initially, kinematic analysis is carried out for a slider-crank mechanism. This 
mechanism consists of a crank, a connecting rod and a slider moving inside linear roller 
bearings on a slideway in the set-up. Particular problems are seen in solving kinematic 
relationships when the motion of the slider is defined first. This issue is referred to here as the 
inverse kinematic problem. It is studied for a sliding output driven by a non-uniformly 
rotating crank of the hybrid arrangement. The equation of motion for a slider-crank is 
derived. The driving torques required to impose the three designed motions are calculated by 
using th~ equations of motion and the inverse crank motion points. The crank motion is then 
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separated into its components which are the inputs from the constant speed motor and the 
servo-motor. 
3.2. Kinematic Analysis of a Slider-Crank Mechanism 
Figure 3.1.(a) shows a sketch of a slider-crank mechanism in which link 1 is the frame, link 2 
is the crank, link 3 is the connecting rod and link 4 is the slider. The crank angle, 0 is defined 
as a function of time to control the position of the slider relative to the ground. 
A 
o 
1 4 
(a) 
I-
(b) x 
Figure 3.1. Slider-Crank Mechanism. 
The constraint equations for the slider displacement, x and the slider offset, yare written in 
terms of the crank angle, 0 and the coupler link angle, 4J by using Figure 3.1.(b). 
x= r+I-(rcosO+lcos4J) 
y= rsinO + Isin4J 
where r is the crank radius and I is the connecting rod length. 
(3.1 ) 
(3.2) 
The basic approach is to write equations that represent the displacement of the driven part as 
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a function of varying angle of rotation of the driving part like in equation (3.1). The first and 
second time derivatives of equation (3.1) gives directly the velocity and acceleration equations 
for the slider respectively as: 
. . 
x = rOsinO + l¢sin¢ (3.3) 
x = r(OsinO + iPcosO) + l(~sin<l> + ;P2cos<l» (3.4) 
When the mechanism is taken as an in-line slider-crank, the offset for y is zero in Figure 3.1. 
So by equating y to zero in equation (3.2), a relationship between the crank angle, 0 and the 
coupler link angle, <I> is obtained. 
3.2.1. Inverse Kinematics 
When the constraints are set for the slider output or when the motion of slider is specially 
modified for a purpose, an inverse solution is required for the crank motion. This is the form 
of analysis where the known output motion characteristics can be used to determine input 
displacement, velocity and acceleration of the system from the kinematic equations. 
In the present study, the inverse solutions are essentially required for the input crank 
displacement 0, the angular velocity 0, and the angular acceleration O. This is achieved by 
taking the squares of equations (3.1) and (3.2) first and summing them together, eliminating 
¢ from the equations. The crank displacement is found as the following. 
(3.5) 
where includes all known parameters for the mechanism. 
To find the crank velocity and acceleration, the analytical solution is carried out by taking 
derivatives of equation (3.5). However, it is seen that singularity conditions present difficulty 
at limit positions of the mechanism, those corresponding to zero values of the crank angle. 
The inverse solution cannot be held properly. For this reason equation (3.3) and time 
derivatives of equation (3.2) are considered together, they are written in the following matrix 
form. 
[ 
~ ] = [rsino 
y rC084> ::~:][: ] (3.6) 
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or rearranging above representation then, 
[ () ] = [ rsin(} ¢ rcos¢ 
ISin(}] -1 [ x ] 
lcos¢ y 
w A B (3.7) 
In closed form; 
(3.8) 
where W is the angular velocity vector, A is the coefficient matrix and B is the linear velocity 
vector. The solution lies in the inverse of the A matrix and is given as: 
0- i 
- r( sin(} - cos(}tan¢ ) (3.9) 
¢ _ -cos(}i 
- [lcos¢( sin(} - cos(}tan¢ )] (3.10) 
where the values of i are available from the motion generation program which was used in 
the motion d~sign, chapter 2, and y is zero. 
In order to start the inverse solution program, the initial angular velocity of the crank is 
given as a finite value. This is to overcome numerical problems with the zero initial value of 
the denominator. The above approach gives the answer for the crank velocities. However, 
when the crank accelerations are required it still suffers from the singularity. Here the 
numerical differentiation has been applied for the crank accelerations. 
Generally speaking obtaining a reasonable estimate of the derivative of a function at a given 
point is numerically a much more difficult problem than that of estimating its integral. There 
is a tendency to inaccuracy in the process of numerical differentiation of a function. In 
principle, we know that more accurate approximation of t.he acceleration function can be 
obtained by taking successively smaller values of time intervals l::. t. The usual assumption is 
that the smaller the value of l::. t the more accurate the approximation to the function. On 
the contrary, when 6. t gets smaller some difficulties could arise. The approximation can be 
unreliable because of the rounding errors that occur during the evaluation. During the 
application of the numerical differentiation for the crank accelerations, these issues are always 
kept in mind. 
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Initially the crank motion points are found for the R-R motion. They are given in Figure 3.2 
where they show the displacement, velocity and acceleration. These points are required to 
perform the characteristic slider motion shown in chapter 2. Figure 2.3. The motion cycle is 
completed in 300 ms. 6. t, the time interval used for the numerical differentiation is 1.66666 
ms. 
The solution points of the crank motion for the R-D-R and R-R-D motions are shown In 
Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. 
Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 are the results of the inverse solutions applied to the R-D-R and R-
R- D motions related to the slider outputs shown in chapter 2, Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.7. 
These motions are performed in 600 ms, used 6. t for the approximation of the acceleration 
function is 3.33333 ms. 
When the numerical differentiation algorithm is performed, difference formulas, such as 
forward, backward, central and five point differences, are used to approximate the required 
derivative of the function. These difference formulas are included in a procedure 10 the 
program. When required, different difference formula can be called in each run of the 
program. The final step is up to the user to decide which method approximates the crank 
acceleration with better accuracy. 
3.3. Dynaupc Analysis of a Slider-Crank Mechanism 
Lagrange's method of formulation is a common approach for finding the equations of motion 
for all dynamic systems. The method leads to the system equations of motion by using 
expressions for the system-energy function and its partial and time derivatives with respect to 
the defined coordinates. 
3.3.1. Generalized Coordinates 
For a system with n degrees of freedom, a set of n independent coordinates IS required to 
specify the configuration of the system. These coordinates are designated by 
called general.:fd coordinates. A given coordinate qj may be either a distance or an angle. 
The simultaneous positions of all points in the system can be determined by means of a set of 
generalized coordinates. 
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Figure 3.4. The inverse crank points for the R-R-D motion. 
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A system can also be shown with the equatIOns of constraints. If the system is expressed with 
m coordinates and n degrees of freedom, (m>n) there must be m-n independent constraints to 
describe the system dynamics, i.e. xl' X2' x3, .. ,xm' Introducing any set of coordinates changes 
the solution methods of the equations of motion, but the dynamics of the system remains the 
same [3.4]. 
In the present study, Lagrange's equations of motion for generalized coordinates is applied 
throughout. 
3.3.2. Lagrange's Equations 
The differential equations of motion of the system are derived by using Lagrange's equations 
in the usual form: 
for i=1,2, .... ,n (3.11) 
where L is the Lagrangian, qi is the ith generalized coordinate, Qi is the ith generalized force 
or torque depending upon qi whether it represents a distance or an angle. 
The Lagrangian of the system is defined as; 
L = T- V 
where T and V represent the kinetic and potential energy of the system\' respectively. The 
kinetic energy is dependent on the generalized velocities. The potential energy depends 
explicitly only on the current position, it is independent of the generalized velocities. 
Lagrange's equations here yield n equations for the n generalized coordinates. These equations 
describe the system dynamics depending upon the choice of the generalized coordinate. The 
choice of the generalized coordinates is free, but care is always taken that they give complete 
description of the motion of the system. 
In addition to the above, there is another issue which classifies systems as holonomic and 
nonholonomic for a system of interest. In a system, if the number of generalized coordinates 
matches the number of degrees of freedom, it describes an holonomic system. However, if the 
number of generalized coordinates exceeds the number of degrees of freedom, it gives a 
nonholonomlf system. These systems are generally much more difficult to work with than 
holonomic ones. For a nonholonomic system, Lagrange's equation of motion must be modified 
by describing a set of constrained generalized coordrnates [3.4]. [3.5]. 
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3.3.3. Inverse Dynamics for Slider-Crank 
The example that follows illustrates the use of Lagrange's equations to obt.ain t.he differential 
equation of motion for a slider-crank mechanism. The equation of motion is used to 
determine the driving torques that are required to achieve the programmable slider action 
with non-uniformly driven crank. 
For a slider-crank, the number of generalized coordinates matches the number of degrees of 
freedom for a slider-crank. They describe an holonomic system and Lagrange's equations fully 
define the motion of the system. 
The slider-crank model used is shown in Figure 3.5, where 
r, I, r1 , I} - are the crank radius, the connecting rod length, the mass centres of the crank 
and the connecting rod, 
m2, m31 m4 - are the masses of the crank, the connecting rod and the slider, 
J 2! J3 - are the moment of inertias of the crank with the crankshaft and the connecting rod 
respectively. 
A 
o B 
A 
o B 
Figure 3.5. A Slider-Crank Model. 
The slider-crank mechanism has a single degree of freedom resulting m one generalized 
coordinate as: 
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(3.12) 
The evaluation of Lagrange's equations for this mechanism is straight forward. The individual 
energy terms are given in appendix 2. The derivation results in a second order nonlinear 
differential equation in (), with assigned masses and inertias. Its simplified form is given as 
the following. 
(3.13) 
The numerical values for the link lenghts, centre of masses and the moment of inertias used 
in the evaluation of Lagrange's equations are; 
r = 0.06 m 
= 0.20 m 
mr 0.31697 kg 
m4= 1.24123 kg 
J 2 = 0.00507 kg.m.m 
r} = 0.02 m 
I} = 0.10 m 
mr 0.33606 kg 
J3 = 0.00169 kg.m.m 
To calculate the required torques the equation of motion in equation (3.13) is included in a 
procedure. After finding the crank motion points for each example, to follow the prescribed 
motions, the required torques are calculated automatically afterwards by using available 8, 0 
and O. Thus the driving torques are found for the R-R, R-D-R and R-R-D motions 
respectively. They are plotted as torque-angular displacement (T-8) and torque-angular 
velocity (T-O). 
Figure 3.6 shows the torques required on the crank for the R- R motion. Correspondingly, 
Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 represent torques required for the R-D-R and R-R-D motions. 
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Figure 3.6. Torque-Disp. and Torque-Vel. Diagram for the R-R motion. 
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3.4. Determination of Separate Crank Inputs for the Hybrid Arrangement 
After finding the crank motions from the inverse solutions, the contributions required from 
the separate inputs of the system are calculated, that is the uniform and the programmable 
motion input respectively. 
What is found from the inverse solution is the output taken from the differential gear-unit. 
This output is a linear combination of the two inputs and is dependent on the internal gear 
ratio p. So knowing the constant speed motor input and using the kinematic relationship 
between two input displacements and velocities, the required servo-motor modulations are 
easily calculated. 
Figure 3.9 shows the separate crank inputs required to perform for the R-R motion. The full 
line indicates the total crank motion. The constant speed motor input is represented as two 
dotted line curve and the programmable servo input is represented as one dotted line 
necessary compensated for the gear reduction of the differential gear-unit. 
Similarly the following figure, Figure 3.10 gives the crank inputs for the implementation of 
the R-D-R motion, requiring a dwell at the end of the forward stroke. 
The last figure, Figure 3.11 represents the crank inputs for the application of the R-R-D 
motion when achieving dwell at the end of the return stroke. 
These solution curves are essential in the study whether it is carried out theoretical or 
experimental. The separate input curves from Figure 3.9 to Figure 3.11 are later referred as 
motion command points for the constant speed motor and the servo-motor when the 
theoretical and experimental system responses are calculated. 
During the progress of this work, these crank solution points are obtained from the output of 
the gear reduction unit. They have been used as the main servo-motor command points in the 
positional control loop. 8-constant speed motor and 8-servo motor are indicated by 81 and (}2 
to attain 8-total at the crankshaft as 83 , To find the actual command points for the servo-
motor, 82 is multiplied by 1/ p. 
3.5. Conclusion 
The kinematic analysis, inverse kinematic issues and the dynamic analysis were considered for 
a slider-crank mechanism in this chapter. Numerical problems with inverse kinematics were 
solved by using different solution techniques. 
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Lagrange's method of formulation was discussed and the equation of motion of a slider-crank 
was derived. The driving torques that were needed by the mechanism for the appraisal of the 
three prescribed motions were found. 
Finally the crank inputs were separated into components as the constant speed motor input 
and the programmable servo-motor input. They were used for the further digital control 
study and during the calculation of the theoretical responses from the computer model in 
later chapters. 
It was seen from the crank motions that, it was possible to introduce characteristically 
different motions. Once the solution was found for one example, the others were followed 
using the same procedure, just using available solution programs. The outputs certainly 
provided a superficial idea of a non-uniform motion requirement according to the motion 
chosen. Then it was possible to say something about the function of the servo-motor to 
achieve the designed motions. 
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CHAPTER 4 
MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF THE HYBRID ARRANGEMENT 
4.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, a mathematical model is presented to provide an adequate insight into the 
operation of the hybrid arrangement. Initially the differential equations of motion are derived 
by using Lagrange's equations. Once these equations are obtained, they are then solved to 
observe the dynamic behaviour of the system in terms of the response to either standard 
input signals, finite impulse function or square waveform or in terms of some kind of 
continually varying input for the required modulations. Example system responses from the 
derived mathematical model are presented. 
4.2. Modelling of A System 
Modelling is a common approach in problem solving. In order to understand and describe 
large-scale, interactive and complex systems of interest, the basic approach is to construct 
their models. Models can be applied in different ways, with the use of models, for example, 
we can 
- describe the operation of a system as a functional dependance between interacting input 
and output variables, 
- obtain the dynamic behaviour of a system, 
- optimize an objective function of the system, by finding values for the important system 
variables, 
- compare various alternative systems to determine the best. 
Basically we may possibly start analysing a system uSing its mathematical representation. 
building its mathematical model. finding a solution method for the developed model and 
solving the model equations for a system of interest. 
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4.2.1. Mathematical Model 
The relationships between the system variables can be modelled by using some mathematical 
structures like simple algebraic equations, differential equations or even systems of differential 
equations. This set of equations interpret the necessary fundamental relations and gives us a 
mathematical model to represent the dynamics of the system. 
Mathematical models can be developed in different ways. Either they are purely theoretically 
based on the physical relationships, or purely on experiments on the existing system, or by a 
combination of both ways [4.2]. 
The development of a mathematical model reqUlres many simplifying assumptions. In 
general, it is preferable to start from a simplified model making various assumptions and 
judiciously ignoring some properties of the system that may be present. If the effects of these 
ignored properties on the response are small, good matching will be obtained between the 
model and the experimental results. If not, it become necessary to selectively involve 
properties of the system where the importance of model-accuracy is a priority. Generally a 
compromise between limits of accuracy and complexity of the model is settled on at the end 
of the analysis. 
4.2.2. Classification of Models 
Models can be classified into several categories depending upon the kind of approximations 
made, the system equations derived and the properties of the system response obtained. When 
examined in detail, the models can be classified into two groups as distributed parameter and 
lumped parameter models. In a distributed parameter model, the dynamic behaviour of the 
system is described by partial differential equations. In a lumped parameter model ordinary 
linear or nonlinear differential equations are used for the same purpose. 
Models can be considered as stochastic or deterministic. In a stochastic model, the relations 
between variables are given in terms of statistical values, whereas in a deterministic model, 
the probability is not concerned. Deterministic models include two classifications as 
parametric and nonparametric ones. Algebraic equations, differential equations and systems 
of differential equations are included in the examples of parametric models, whereas in a 
non parametric model, the response is obtained directly from the experimental analysis. 
Theoretical model building gives a paramet ric model. 
The classification of models can be further extended as stahr and dynamiC models, linear and 
nonlmear modds and constant parametfr and tame-varying parameter modd5 etc. This 
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concept can be found in [4.2], [4,4] in detail. 
4.2.3. Development of a Mathematical Model 
A systematic procedure to develop a mathematical model for systems can be given III the 
following order. 
• define the system, its components and parameters, dimensions and coordinates 
• formulate the mathematical model, list the necessary assumptions 
• write the differential equations describing the model 
• solve the equations for the output variables 
• examine the solution 
• reanalyse and decide the real model. 
This procedure is applied step by step in the following section. 
4.3. The Derivation of Equations of Motion 
The hybrid arrangement, with all of its components and the characteristics of the drives 
(motors), is considered in the model study presented. The energies of the system are expressed 
in terms of the generalized coordinates and Lagrange's equations are used to obtain the 
equations of motion directly. 
Lagrange's equations for the generalized coordinates are included in chapter 3. They will not 
be discussed again here. 
4.3.1. The Differential Equations of Motion for Hybrid Arrangement 
Figure 4.1 shows the hybrid slider crank arrangement with its components and their assigned 
notations as it has been used throughout. By examining this figure, suitable set of coordinates 
to represent the configuration of the system are selected, such as one generalized coordinate 
associating with each degree of freedom. 
The system has two degrees of freedom determined by inputs from a dc constant speed motor 
and a dc servo-motor. The generalized coordinates are the angular displacement of the 
respective motor armatures as: 
(4.1) 
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g / Slider-crank 
Figure 4.1. The components and their assigned notations. 
The kinetic energy of the system consists of the rotational energy of the dc constant speed 
motor, the rotational energy of the differential gear annulus, the rotational energy of the dc 
servo-motor, the rotational energy of the crank and the translational energy of the total mass 
on the slider. 
The total kinetic energy is expressed as: 
(4.2) 
Referring to the Lagrange's equations from chapter 3, equation (3.11), the total kinetic energy 
results in the two equations of motion in partial derivatives form as; 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
where 
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9}- angular displacement of the dc constant speed motor. 
92- angular displacement of the dc servo-motor, 
93- angular displacement of the crankshaft, 
x- linear displacement of the slider, 
r, 1- are the crank radius and the connecting rod length, 
J m' J I' J a' J c - are the moments of inertia of the line of parts at the dc constant speed motor 
axis, the dc servo-motor axis, the differential annulus (casing) and the crankshaft 
correspondingly, 
rna' mb -are the lumped masses representing the coupler and slider placed at the crank pin 
and slider gudgeon pin respectively, 
Q}(t,91,iJ1) and Q2(t,92,iJ2)- are the generalized torques acting on the respective generalized 
coordinates. 
The kinematic relationships for the differential gear-unit are expressed 10 terms of the 
generalized coordinates in the form; 
(4.5) 
where 
p- the internal gear ratio of the differential gear-unit, is equal to 828/1120. 
g- the pulley ratio between the dc constant speed motor output and the differential gear 
annulus, is equal to 1/1.875. 
The displacement the slider is written in its explicit form by using kinematic displacement 
loop equations for a slider-crank from chapter 3 as: 
(4.6) 
where y, the slider offset, is equal to zero in this arrangement. 
Hence substitution of equations (4.5), (4.6) and time derivatives of equation (4.6) directly 
into equations (4.3) and (4.4) and taking the partial derivatives with respect to each 
generalized displacement yields the complete expressions as two nonlinear differential 
equations. The detailed form of the individual energy terms for the components are given in 
Appendix 3. 
The final form of the equations of motion are given for the corresponding generalized 
coordinates as follows. 
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The equation of motion for the coordinate 01 is; 
(4.7) 
The equation of motion for the coordinate 02 is; 
(4.8) 
In addition to the above equations, the schematic diagram of the armature-controlled de 
motor is shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2. Motor Armature Circuit. 
By using given notations from Figure 4.2, the differential equation for the armature circuit of 
the motor can be written as; 
(4.9) 
where the speed of the armature of a dc motor is controlled by its armature voltage 
represented on the right hand side of the equation (4.9). Eb represents the back emf which is 
k 
directly proportional to the angular velocity iJ k. It can be written as: 
(4.10) 
and the motor torque is taken to be related to the armature current by the following form as 
a generalized torque term like: 
where 
Rk - motor resistance, Ohms 
Lk - motor inductance, Henrys 
Ik - armature current, Amperes 
K, - motor torque constant, N.m/ A 
k 
K - emf constant, Volt/rM1/s 
ek 
K - proportional gain, Volt/rad 
9k 
K - derivative gain, Volt/rM1/s Uk 
8k - positional command to the kth coordinate 
c 
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(4.11 ) 
Ok - current position of the kth coordinate 
k- equal to 1 for the dc constant speed motor and 2 for the servo motor. 
The right hand side of the equation (4.9) includes the feedback terms. For the constant speed 
motor, the right hand side of the equation (4.9) becomes K representing a constant voltage 
gl 
value for the motor armature. When this voltage is applied, the motor accelerates to reach its 
required constant velocity. 
Finally the differential equations of motion given in equations (4.7), (4.8) and the armature 
circuit equation (4.9) are arranged in the following forms to give the differential equations 
separately as the first for the motor armature circuit and the second for the equations of 
motion for each coordinate. The mathematical model parameters are also based on 
information that was either from equipment suppliers or by simple measurement and usual 
calculation. 
The derived equations for the coordinate 01 are: 
(4.12) 
(-t.13) 
where the machine data used for dc constant speed motor In the differential equation of 
armature circuit in (4.12) is; 
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R1= 1.93 n 
Ke= 1.146 V /rad/s 
1 
Ll = 0.040 H 
K t = 1.146 Nm/A 1 
and the numerical values for the crank radius, the connecting rod length. lumped masses and 
the moment of inertias are; 
r = 0.060 m 
rna 0.3330 kg 
J m = 0.0062 kg.m.m 
J a = 0.029 kg.m.m 
I = 0.20 m 
mb= 1.3532 kg 
J B = 0.0012 kg.m.m 
J c = 0.0050 kg.m.m 
The equations for the coordinate (}2; 
where the machine data used for the servo motor in equation (4.14); 
R2= 0.460 n 
Ke= 0.2435 V /rad/s 
2 
L2 = 0.0001 H 
K,= 0.244 Nm/A 
2 
(4.14) 
(4.15 ) 
and the numerical values for the crank radius, the connecting rod length. lumped masses and 
the moment of inertias are the same as above. 
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4.3.2. Matrix form representation of equations of motion 
The armature circuit and the differential equations of motion can be represented in matrix 
form also. For this purpose, the armature equations are modelled by first order differential 
equations. Equations (4.12) and (4.14) are arranged in the following form 
o 
+ 
o 
0 (}} Kg} ~ 
+ 
-Ke2 
(}2 
Kgv 
L;- L;-o 
(4.16) 
The above equation may be written in compact notation as: 
i=AI+B~+K (4.17) 
where A is the matrix including resistance elements, I is the current vector, B is the matrix 
representing emf constants, iJ is the angular velocity vector and K is the gain voltage vector. 
Here the gain vector of the servo motor voltage is indicated as a total Kg to get the right 
v 
hand side of equation (4.14) in a simplified form. It includes proportional-plus-derivative 
control action in the servo-control system. 
The matrix forms of equations (4.13) and (4.15) are written in closed form with the 
representation of matrix elements of M in the left hand side. By arrangmg the angular 
velocity terms with masses, AS} and AS2 are given in the right hand side. 
Finally the differential equations of motion are expressed in a matrix form as 
fM(I,l) 
lM(2,1) 
M(1,2~ [ 
M(212~ 
more concisely equation (4.18) looks like 
M~=Q 
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( 4.18) 
(4.19) 
where M is the mass and inertia matrix, ° IS the angular acceleration vector and Q IS the 
generalized torque vector. 
In general an nth-order differential equation can be represented by a system of n first order 
differential equations in vector-matrix form. If n elements of the vector are a set of statf 
variables then the vector-matrix differential equation is called as a state equatJon which gives 
the system a so called state space representation. Since the order of the system is specified by 
the minimum number of state variables needed in the state equation. the number of necessary 
state variables is already fixed. 
If we consider the system equations, the armature circuit is first order and the equations of 
motion, (4.13) and (4.15) are order of two. For the equations of motion, the number of state 
variables needed is two. So by using state variables, these second order differential equations 
are written as a set of two first order differential equations. For each one of the generalized 
coordinates three first order state equations are, therefore, obtained, representing the whole 
arrangement. 
[n order to obtain time responses of the system, the equations of motion must be solved 
numerically by using a step-by-step process in which a sequence of points for ti+1-t i is 
generated. So in order to solve these initial value problems a computer program is written in 
pascal. 
[n this program to carry calculations, many system parameters are required like motor data, 
mechanism parameters and initial conditions. Firstly a data file including the angular 
displacements and velocity of the crankshaft which was found from the inverse solution in 
chapter 3, is required as motion command points for both motors. The constant speed motor 
and the servo-motor parameters are then given with proportional and derivative gains as the 
second requirement. The slider-crank mechanism parameters; link lengths, lumped masses, 
link inertias and initial conditions for both motors are set next. Having given all necessary 
parameters and initial conditions for °1, °1, 81 and °2, 02' 82, the state equations of the 
system are integrated through time using the 4th order Runge-Kutta fonnula, which is one of 
the most widely used numerical methods of integration for systems of nonlinear differential 
equations. By using the kinematic relationship for the differential gear-unit with given the 
internal gear ratio of the unit and the belt reduction, equation {4.5} OJ' OJ' 8J are further 
calculated. 
The Runge- Kutta step size is specified by the incremental time 6 t, which is equal to t.+1-t. 
for computation. It is chosen to be small enougb to get a reasonably accurate integration by 
assuming that the accuracy of the numerical integration increases as 6 t decreases. Howt·vcr. 
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if 6 t is too small, the round-off error can be excessive. \\·hence, a suitable value of {:j, t is 
required to be established from the beginning of the integration. Since the algorithm is a 
fourth-order one, the truncation error remained relatively small, even for a relatively large 
step size, in trials. 
4.4. Example Tests for The System Response 
A simple mathematical model characterizing the behaviour of the system is obtained taking 
the elements separately first. From Figure 4.1, we already know that the system components 
are a constant speed motor, a servo-motor, a differential gear-unit and a slider-crank 
mechanism. If these components are disconnected from each other, the whole system can be 
considered as two separate motors, like in the first part of the computer model study. 
Standard functions can, therefore, be used for investigating the dynamic characteristics of a 
motor. 
Usually standard input functions considered are the step junction, pulse junction, impulse 
junction, exponentially decaying junction and smusozd. Here the response of the system is 
determined only for particular inputs of ()2 such as a finite impulse function and square 
waveform function. Initially the system equations are tested with zero load inertias and 
masses and reduced to two uncoupled motors without a gear-reducer and a linkage 
mechanism. 
The system is considered to be running in ideal conditions without any friction and losses. 
4.4.1. D~ Motor Characteristics 
The lumped masses and the moment of inertias of the components are assumed zero except 
the inertias of two motors. Figure 4.3 shows the system as two uncoupled motors with their 
resultant form for dc-motor characteristics after simplifying assumptions made. The given 
model parameters are: 
rna 0.0 kg mb= 0.0 kg 
J c = 0.0 kg.m.m J a = 0.0 kg.m.m 
By usmg the above zero parameters, the equations (4.13) and (4.15) are reduced to a form 
that represent only the dynamic equations of a de constant speed motor and a servo-motor. 
The motor armature equations remained the same. The motor data sheets are uSt.-d in the 
motor armature circuits during the calculations. These equations are given in the following 
forms. 
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Given 
(Constant speed motor) 
Motor Data 
Input 
(Different Arm. Volt.) 
VI' V 2' V 3' V 4 
Given 
(Servo-motor) 
Motor Data 
Input 
(Different Arm. Volt.) 
VI' V2, V3, V4 
(a) 
(b) 
Output 
(Speed-Torque) 
01' TI 
Output 
(Speed-Torque) 
02' T2 
Figure 4.3. The mathematical model for two uncoupled motors without a linkage mechanism. 
The differential equations for the dc constant speed motor: 
( 4.20) 
(4.21) 
The differential equations for the pancake type servo-motor: 
( 4.22) 
( 4.23) 
Equations (4.20) t.o (4.23) are t.hen solved numerically by using the written program which 
was described above. Figure 4.4.(a) shows a set of typical speed-t.orque curves at different 
voltage inputs wit.h V .. > V 3> V 2> V 1 by changing Kgl for dc shunt motor. Figure 4.4.(b) 
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shows a set of speed-torque curves for various values of control voltages for the pancake type 
motor. 
SPEED 
TORQUE 
(a) 
SPEED 
V increases 
TORQUE 
(b) 
Figure 4.4. DC-Motor Characteristics. 
As expected, the servo-motor provides a large torque at zero speed. This is necessary for 
required rapid acceleration. The torque decreases linearly when the speed increases. The 
values of K is kept constant rather than with included feedback terms for the servo-motor. {lU 
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4.4.2. The Servo-Motor Response for Standard Inputs 
Here the model is studied as a single servo-motor for different commands. A finite impulse of 
known shape and a square waveform are applied to the system and the corresponding motor 
responses are obtained. The representative system model can be seen in Figure 4.5. 
Given 
(Servo-motor) 
Motor Data 
Input Output 
(Command) (Response) 
Standard Functions 82r 
Figure 4.5. The programmable servo-motor model. 
The servo-motor is assumed to be uncoupled from the dc constant speed motor. For the 
calculations zero voltage is given to the armature of the constant speed motor so that the 
system is only activated by the servo-motor. The system equations are, therefore, based on 
the servo-motor armature and the motor dynamic equations as the following. 
(4.24) 
( 4.25) 
where the servo-motor is subjected to a finite impulse input as a command motion In the 
right hand side of the equation (4.24) with proportional-plus-derivative control. 
In a system, if gains are optimized, the proportional-pIus-derivative control action can be 
considered as anticipatory and reduces the time to come near to the desired steady state 
value. It achieves an acceptable transient response behaviour and acceptable steady state 
behaviour for the system output. 
In general, the response to standard functions is usually used as a means of evaluating the 
dynamic performance of a system. This type of input is a kind of disturbance where the 
change in 82 is considered t.o be instantaneous. For instance, the applied finite impulse-input 
to the above armat.ure equation is mathematically defined as: 
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(J2 = 0.0 
c 
(J2 = B 
c 
(J2c= 0.0 
0<t<100 ms 
100<t<200 ms 
200<t<300 ms 
where B represents a constant, the angular displacement in radians. 
(4.26) 
The equations (4.24) and (4.25) are solved with the assumption of zero lumped masses and 
moment of inertias. The initial values for 82, 82 and 62 are set to zero for Runge-Kutta 
method. The incremental time for Runge-Kutta step, 6. t is chosen to be equal 1.66666 ms. 
To assure the accuracy of the integration, an inner loop has also been performed during the 
calculation of each output variable. In the inner loop, 6. t is reduced to 0.16666 ms for the 
calculation of the servo-motor output. 
Figure 4.6 shows the servo-motor responses for this representative system model. The amount 
of damping in the system can also be altered by increasing derivative gain K v2 ' The impulse 
function occurs at t=100 ms and continues about 100 ms. In the upper plot, the proportional 
and derivative gains are set to Kg = 100.0 Volt/rad and Kv = 0.10 Volt/rad/s respectively. 
2 2 
The system returns to its equilibrium state after having a definite transients. This is the 
characteristic behaviour of an underdamped system. In the middle plot, The proportional 
gain is kept same and the derivative gain is increased four times. The behaviour of the system 
is observed to be less oscillatory. In the lower plot, the proportional gain is still the same and 
the derivative gain is nearly doubled. Resultantly the oscillatory behaviour has not been seen, 
the system reaches its equlibrium state quickly. This is accepted nearly as critically damped 
system behaviour. 
The second set of examples are the response curves for the square waveform functIOn input 
which includes two step changes during the cycle. Mathematically a square waveform function 
is described as: 
0<t<150 ms 
150<t<300 ms 
where B is a constant representing angular displacement in radians. 
( 4.27) 
In this function, a step at the beginning signifies a sudden change. The same equations (4.24) 
and (4.25) are used. At this time only the square waveform input is given as motion 
command in the right hand side of the equation (4.24). The responses for the second order 
system are for a square waveform where the changes occur at t=O and t= 150 ms. They are 
given in Figure 4.7 with the action of derivative gains. 
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THETA2 (Servo-motor/rad) 
0.6 Kg2 = 100.0 V/rad 
J'\ 
Kt . = 0.10 V /rad/s 
0.3 2 
-
I '-' ~~ l0~ ~0 200 300.0 
1- .... 
\.J 
-0.3 
~-0.6 TIME (ms) 
THETA2 (Servo-motor/rad) 
0.6 
Kg2 = 100.0 V /rad 
0.3 Kv = 0.40 V /rad/s I ...... 2 
I \ 
l0a 1/ 0 20e 1\0 300.0 
'-' 
-0.3 
-0.6 TIME (ms) 
THETA2 (Servo-motor/rad) 
0.6 Kg2 = 100.0 V /rad 
Kv = 0.70 V /rad/s 
2 
_ 0.3 
I 
to \ l0~ 20e l\0 300.0 
-0.3 
.. -0.6 TIME (ms) 
Command Modelled response - - - -
Figure 4.6. The servo-motor responses for Finite Impulse Function. 
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THETR2 (Servo-motor/rad) 
0.6 K g2= 100.0 \'/rad 
~1 
K t = O. 1 0 \. / r ad / ~ 
2 
f -' \ 
~ 100.0 \ J 200.0 30a.0 
\ 
I 
-0.3 I , .... \ \ 
-\ / '-
-0.6 \ TIME tms) 
THETR2 (Servo-motor/rad) 
0.6 
Kg2 = 100.0 \' /rad 
,it 1 
K = a ,I () \ 'j r ad / ~ l'2 
I 
1\ II 100.0 \ 200.0 300.0 
I 
\ 
-0.3 \ 
,.,/ 
-0.6 TIME (ms) 
THETR2 (Servo-motor/rad) 
0.6 Kg2 = 100.0 \' /rad 
K = 0.70 \'jrad/tc. v 2 
R 1 
I 
II 100.0 I 200.0 300.2 
It 
f- -0. 3 \ \ 
-0.6 TIME (ms) 
{ 'UllIlIland \1odclled [c:,pon:,c - - - -
I I~\lrc ,I. 7. '1 hI' ~1'nll-lIIotor rt':-;ponse~ for Square \\' aVI-form I uncI ion. 
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The same proportional and derivative gains used for the above example are applied for this 
example also. With increasing derivative action. the existing transients are entirely eliminated 
as expected. 
4.5. The System Responses for the Hybrid Arrangement 
After studying simplified examples, when all details and components are included. the hybrid 
arrangement is studied as a whole with two separate inputs 81 and 82, Figure 4.8 shows the 
two input model with coupled motors, the differential gear-unit and with a slider-crank. 
Input! 
(Constant speed motor) 
81,01,81 
Differential gear-unit (p) 
Crankshaft 
83, 83, 83 
Input2 
(Servo-motor) 
82, 82, 82 
Output 
Slider-crank mechanism ----+ (Prog. slider action) 
x, i, x 
Figure 4.8. Two coupled motors, the hybrid arrangement. 
Equations (4.12) to (4.15) are used to obtain the general form of the mathematical model. 
They describe a two degrees of freedom system subjected to a ramp input for the first 
coordinate, 81 from the constant speed motor and a continuously varying form of sinusoidal 
input for the second coordinate. (J2 from the servo-motor. The numerical data for the links 
lengths and the motors are the same as given in the above section. The system is assumed to 
be running in ideal conditions fref' from losses and friction. 
,I 
4.5.1. The System Response for the R-R Motion 
First the response examples are obtained for the R-R motion. In this the specific motion the 
requirement is to provide quicker forward and slower return stroke also control the slider 
velocity during the return motion by superimposing the input from the servo motion on the 
fundamental constant speed motion. 
Here we have two first order linear and two second order nonlinear equations. Using the 
Runge-Kutta integration program, these equations are solved separately for each motor by 
using zero initial values for 81, 81, e 1 and 82 , 82, e 2. The incremental time, D. t is 1.66666 ms 
in the entire motion cycle. In order to improve the accuracy in the calculations, an inner loop 
is included for the current and angular displacement of the motor in the program. This loop 
repeats itself for the same data point by reducing D. t to 0.16666 ms. The calculations are 
continued for two cycles, about 600 ms and dc constant speed motor rotates approximately 
1500 rpm. By using equations (4.12) and (4.13) with required voltage values and solving 
them together with equations (4.14) and (4.15), the following system responses are obtained. 
Figure 4.9 shows the responses for the first axis, 81 and 81 with proper gain values in an open 
loop control. 81 reaches its required steady state value after nearly 200 ms starting from zero. 
The optimum proportional and derivative gains are found to be Kgl =171.0 V Irad and 
Kv =0.0 V /rad/s. 
1 
Previously, the necessary servo-motor input command points 82 and 82 had been found from 
the inverse solutions in the previous chapter. They were stored, from the beginning, as a data 
file and when necessary they had been loaded as input command points for the R-R motion. 
Figure 4.10 shows the responses for 82 and 82 starting from zero initial conditions and 
running for two cycles. Equation (4.14) has been used for the calculation of the current value 
of the servo-motor as a result of proportional-plus-derivative control action. The transients 
are not dominant in this part. The gain values for the servo-motor are Kg2 =80.0 V /rad and 
KV2 =3.0 V /rad/s. It must also be noticed here that both response calculations are needed to 
be calculated simultaneously. This was because of the nonlinear coupling characteristics of the 
derived differential equations, such that each axis includes the time derivatives of the other 
one in it. 
Finally after obtaining the response curves for two motors separately, the crankshaft output is 
found by using kinematic relationship from the differential gear-unit. This relationship is 
given in equation (4.5). Figure 4.11 gives the system response on the crankshaft, the angular 
displacement and velocity as 83 and 83 with command points. 
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THETAl (Constant speed motorlrad) 
94.2 
62.8 
31.4 
200.0 400.0 600.0 
TIME (ms) 
THETAIDOT (rad/s) 
200.0 
K
91
= 171.0 Vjrad 
I~ Kv = 0.00 V /rad/s 1 
I , 
I , .... 
--
I 'J '{J} '{J --
I 
I 
I 
100.0 , 
I , 
. /50.0 
, 
, 
V 200.0 400.0 S00.0 . . 1 
TIME (ms) 
Command Modelled response ----
Figure 4.9. The const.ant. speed mot.or response for the R-R motion. 
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THETA2 (Servo-motor/rad) 
1.5 
1.0 
0.5 
200.0 
THETA2DOT (rad/s) 
30.0 
15.0 
-15.0 
-30.0 
Command 
I 
f 
400.0 
TIME (ms) 
TIME (ms) 
Kg2 = 80.0 V /rad 
Kv = 3.00 V /rad/s 
2 
600.0 
Modelled response - - - -
Figure 4.10. The servo-motor response for the R-R motion. 
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THETA3 (Crankshaft/rad) 
12.0 
9.0 
6.0 
3.0 
200.0 
THETA3DOT (rad/s) 
40.0 
, ttl. 0 
, 
I 
\ 
\ 
~ 
\ 
200.0 
400.0 
TIME (ms) 
400.0 
TIME (ms) 
\ 
\ 
600.0 
600.0 
( '0 III mand 'lodelled response - - - -
Figure ·1.11. 1 ht' crankshaft out put for the H-H mot ion. 
Because of the initial transients at the dc constant speed motor, from Figure 4.9, the effect of 
these transients is observed in the first running cycle of Figure 4.11. But it can be noticed 
here that transients diminish as a result of damping and smooth response curves are obtained 
in the second cycle. 
4.5.2. The System Response for the R-D-R Motion 
The second example is the R-D-R motion. In this motion, the dc constant speed motor 
rotates at approximately 750 rpm while synhcronizing with the servo-motor. The necessary 
servo-motor motion points have been found from the inverse solutions in the previous 
chapter. The motion data points were prepared to be used here as the servo-motor input 
command. The motion is continued over 600 ms, longer than first example. The time 
interval, b. t is taken to be equal to 3.33333 ms. Equations (4.12) to (4.15) are then solved by 
loading new input motion command points by changing 6. t in Runge-Kutta integration 
program. 
Figure 4.12 represents the responses for the dc constant speed motor over about 1200 ms for a 
given ramp input. As it can be seen from the angular velocity response, after starting from 
zero initial conditions with a given fixed voltage, 91 reaches its required steady state in about 
300 ms. The proportional and derivative gains are set as Kg =85.0 V Irad and KtJ =0.0 
1 1 
V Iradls respectively. 
Since the mixed acceleration terms for the constant speed motor and the servo-motor are 
included in the differential equations of motion because of nonlinearity, the constant speed 
motor angular velocity response shows some kind of cyclical variation as expected. This 
variation is a very small percentage of the rated output velocity indeed. It does not effect the 
overall motor output very much. 
While solving the equations for the constant speed motor, by repeating same solution 
procedure with the equations for the servo-motor, the motor responses in Figure 4.13 are 
obtained with suitable values of proportional and derivative gains which are Kg2 =50.0 V Irad 
and K = 1. 70 V /rad/s respectively. 
tl2 
Finally these responses from Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 are summed by using the kinematic 
relationship for the differential gear-unit given in equation (4.5) to get the crankshaft output 
as total 03 and 93 . They are given in Figure 4.14. 
Here because of the initial transients In Figure 4.12, their effect is seen in the first runlllng 
cycle in Figure 4.14. But they are completely eliminated in the second cycle. 
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THETAI (Constant seed motor/rad) 
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Figure 4.12. The constant speed motor response for the R-D-R motion. 
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Figure 4.14. The crankshaft output for the R-D-R motion. 
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Obviously it is possible to obtain various response characteristics by continuous alteration of 
the gain values. First the proportional gain is adjusted without the action of damping. After 
finding a suitable Kg2 value, Kv2 is changed to attain the best matching output response 
curve. When the value of Kv2 is decreased, the responses in the vicinity of the dwell happened 
to be more oscillatory. However, when its value is increased slowly, the response is recovered 
to give a smooth 50 ms period of dwell as required. 
4.5.3. The System Response for the R-R-D Motion 
The final example for the system is studied for its response to the R-R-D motion. The input 
for (Jl is a ramp function, giving approximately constant speed output, and the other one for 
a varying input (J2 found from the inverse solution in chapter 3. It is given in Figure 3.11. 
In this motion, the operating conditions are similar to the previous dwell motion which 
requires the dc constant speed motor to run at 750 rpm. The interval used tJ. t is 3.33333 ms. 
The applicable dwell period is about 60 ms. Equations of the system from (4.12) to (4.15) 
have been solved here by using the same program again. The first set of outputs for (Jl and 81 
are nearly same as the ones obtained from the previous example in Figure 4.12. Here all 
system responses results are presented for two running cycles. 
The constant speed motor response is given in Figure 4.15 where a fixed voltage is applied to 
the armature. The steady state response is obtained in about 300 ms. The optimum gains for 
the constant speed motor responses are found as Kg =85.0 V /rad and Kv =0.0 V /rad/s for 
1 1 
the proportional and derivative action respectively. These gains are the same as used in the 
previous motion example. 
The servo-motor response is shown in Figure 4.16 by usmg Kg =50.0 V /rad and Kv =1.70 
2 2 
V /rad/s as proportional and derivative gains respectively. 
Finally by summing these two response curves, one for the constant speed motor and one for 
the servo-motor with a previously known relation for the differential gear-unit using equation 
(4.5) , Figure 4.17 is found as total crankshaft output. In Figure 4.17 the effect of initial 
transients from Figure 4.15 is seen in the first motion cycle. But they are eliminated 
completely in the second motion cycle like in the previous motion examples. 
The alteration of gam values made possible to observe different motor response curves. 
Evidently all the responses for the R-R-D motion are obtained smooth as expected with good 
following characteristics as a result of properly set gains. 
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Figure 4.15. The constant speed motor model response for the H-R-D motion. 
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Figure 4.16. The servo-motor response for the R-R-O motion. 
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4.6. Conclusion 
A mathematical model of the hybrid arrangement has been presented in this chapter. The 
differential equations of motion describing the dynamics of the system were utilized to 
understand and control this arrangement. The derived system equations of motion were 
studied for different running conditions, whether the system represents single degree of 
freedom or' two degrees of freedom depending upon the assumptions made from the beginning. 
Within the general layout of this chapter, the static and dynamic characteristics of dc motors 
were obtained, as dc motor characteristic curves. Standard functions were applied to verify 
the derived equations together with various assumptions for the total time response of the 
system. The hybrid arrangement was then studied for three different motion cases. 
Having observed good matching between the system command and responses, at this point it 
could be said that the derived mathematical model has formed a basis for the investigation of 
the behaviour of hybrid machines. In the developed mathematical model, a compromise 
between the simplicity of the model and the accuracy of the results of the analysis has been 
achieved. 
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CHAPTER 5 
COMPUTER CONTROL ISSUES 
5.1. Introduction 
In any computer control system, before used for any machine motion purpose the system 
functional tasks and the required levels of control have to be decided upon. The hardware 
requirements are then considered to accomplish these tasks, i.e: the control algorithm, 
computer program, sampling, conversion between analog and digital signal domain 
requirements. 
The purpose of this chapter is to present an extensive discussion on the computer control 
issues for the hybrid arrangement. Initially a summary of the main control scheme and its 
functional levels is included. Shannon's sampling theorem is used as a guide in determining 
the minimal sampling rate. The specification and design of the control hardware is then 
presented. Using the control system, some response examples are studied and presented for 
the characteristically different motion profiles. Command motion tuning is introduced to the 
system. In this the command is modified to minimize the error between the required input 
and the actual output and to attain the desired response. 
5.2. Control Scheme 
By referring to chapter 1, Figure 1.1, the hybrid arrangement includes the basic components 
necessary for a motion control system, the motors, sensors and the mechanism. The motion is 
generated by a dc constant speed motor and a servo-motor which is driven by an amplifier. 
The sensors are the incremental encoders whose functions are simply to sense the shaft 
positions for both motors. 
In order to achieve the programmable slider motion usmg the hybrid arrangement, three 
different levels of control are required in the control strategy. 
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i) Closed-loop position control of the servo-motor is necessary. The output positIOn is to be 
measured, fed back and compared to the desired input. The difference between the desired 
position and actual position is the error. This is amplified and a voltage equivalent is used to 
minimize that error. 
ii) The constant speed motor would be a reference or master that the servo-motor input 
should be coordinated with irrespective of the speed of operation. Incremental changes in its 
rotation would generate a new position command for the servo-motor. These values would 
need to be read from a look-up table during the operation of the system. 
iii) A correlation between the crank angle position and the slider displacement must be 
provided, such that, zero position of the crank should be sensed to start the main position 
control loop in (i). This is necessary to obtain the slider displacement data from its datum 
position. 
The above control requirements are implemented and developed one by one to satisfy their 
functional tasks. An harmonic analysis of the required motions is carried out to find the 
minimum sampling rate. 
5.2.1. Sampling Rate 
The harmonic content of the desired command motion is very important in digital control 
systems. It basically determines the sampling rate necessary for the control scheme, and the 
following characteristics for the servo-motor. 
The performance of a servo-motor is essentially limited by the bandwidth of the control 
system. It is desirable that the command motion possesses only harmonics within the 
bandwidth for good following. If high harmonics exist in the command then the motion will 
not be followed as well and saturation of the motor is likely to be unavoidable as a result of 
excessive current on the windings. Since the digital controllers require time sampled inputs 
and produce time sampled outputs, it is necessary that the sampling interval satisfies the 
system requirements and the system keeps all desired information about the sampled signal. 
Shannon's Sampling Theorem [5.1) provides a guide on the question of how frequently the 
points must be sampled. The theorem specifies that the sampling must take place at a rate at 
lea..,t tWice the highest signal frequency of mterest. In other words, a sampled data system 
must sample the current value and convert the command value at a rate at least equal to 
twice the signal fr~uency under consideration. This frequency is typically increased by a 
factor 5 to 10 to improve performance. 
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Motions that are periodic and non-uniform can be expressed in terms of Fourier series. In 
order to determine the dominant harmonics of the motion a Fourier analysis is taken. To 
carry out the analysis a computer program is prepared. It is written in pascal. The servo-
motor command data points which are found in chapter 3 are loaded into this program for 
the three designed motion cases one by one. The amplitude of each harmonic is then 
calculated and normalized against to the first harmonic. This is performed upto the 20th 
harmonic. The original motion is then displayed by using the built-up profile and the 
following points are determined. 
a) the necessary bandwidth that the closed loop must achieve. 
In the application of the R-R motion, the constant speed motor rotates at 1500 rpm resulting 
in 200 rpm at the crank. This gives a motion period of 300 ms. If the motion harmonics are 
noticeable up to 10th, then the 10th harmonic has a period of 30 ms and the closed-loop 
bandwidth must therefore envelop 33.333 Hz frequency. 
b) the necessary sampling time of the controller. 
The selection of the sampling frequency depends on various system characteristics. In general, 
it is dictated by noise, data quantization etc. in the system. Starting from the system's 
highest frequency of interest, Shannon's theorem is satisfied at 10 times of the highest 
frequency. 
5.2.2. Coordination of the Constant Speed Motor and the Servo-Motor 
The hybrid arrangement seeks to obtain coordination between both inputs. It is essential to 
have an electronic link between the constant speed motor and the servo-motor. This can be 
achieved by an incremental encoder fixed on the constant speed motor shaft to provide 
coordinating pulses. 
Since the bandwidth criterion dictates 3 ms sampling interval for the R-R motion, lOO data 
points must be loaded from the servo-motor. This is to achieve its closed loop position control 
in 300 ms motion cycle. By taking 100 data points and going back from the crank to the 
differential gear-unit and the belt reduction, the constant speed motor has to produce 14 ppr 
(pulses per revolution) for complete motion matching. 
However, here the position information is obtained from the nearest available encoder pulse 
derived at 40 ppr from the constant speed motor. This shows 100 samples would not be 
adequate. In other words, the points must be sampled in less than 3 ms. \\'hat is needed is to 
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provide more data points for the servo command to compensate with the d\ailable pulses 
from the second input, the constant speed motor. The phase difference between two inputs 
must essentially be avoided. Otherwise two motions would be out of phase at t his speed with 
obvious disastrous results for the programmable slider output. Whence the motion derived 
from the servo-motor would not be successfully superimposed on that produced by the 
constant speed one and the complete motion matching will obviously be lost after some 
cycles. 
We may start usmg 40 ppr, then, considering the belt and the differential gear-unit 
reductions, 288 samples are resultantly required to be loaded from the servo-motor. This 
provides a sampling time of 1.041 ms for 300 ms overall cycle time. Therefore, the servo 
motion command data files are prepared for 288 samples from the inverse solutions given in 
chapter 3. 
Sampling time is also found as 6 ms from the bandwidth criterion in the dwell included 
motion examples. Since the motion coordination between both motors is essentially required, 
288 samples have been loaded for the implementation of the R-D-R and R-R-D motions. The 
sampling time is found to be 2.04 ms for each sample. 
5.2.3. Other Issues 
Another important issue in the control scheme is the correct phasing between the measured 
crank position and the slider displacement. This can be provided from the generation of a 
reference pulse which allocates a certain angle position. Such as zero crank angle corresponds 
to zero datum displacement of the slider. Whence the encoder marker pulse can act like an 
electronic trigger that activates the main servo-control loop. The slider displacement can then 
be measured by a linear potentiometer and digitized in the control hardware arrangement. 
Although the sampling time of 3 ms is found from the bandwidth criterion for the R-R 
motion, by considering available sensors the sampling time of 1 ms is applied for perfect 
following using 288 samples. The system operated at lower speeds for the R-D-R and R-R-D 
motion examples, so the selection in their case is made about 2 ms. 
The above mentioned points are found during the practical application. There are also some 
other problems and limitations on the system hardware that are tackled during the study. 
They are described below. 
In order to attain good results, the cost of the control-system is considered to be an effecti"e 
factor in the selection of an accept.able sampling time. How fast sampling can be achieved 
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depends on the speed of the digital devices and the clock frequency of the available computer. 
A faster sampling rate leaves less computational time. But sampling at too high a rate can 
detect noise and other system disturbances which are not wanted for better system 
performance. Another point is that making the sampling interval very short necessitates 
greater resolution in the feedback sensor. Generally a compromise between required accuracy 
and cost gives the optimal sampling frequency for the system. 
The resolution of an encoder is the total number of signal cycles per revolution and 
corresponds to the number of line in the encoder grating. The resolution of 10000 on the 
servo-motor is equivalent to a measuring step of 0.0360 at the motor shaft. This is adequate 
for the servo-system requirement. The same encoder resolution is also used on the crankshaft 
for data acquisition reasons. 
The function of a Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) is to transform a digital number into a 
voltage output which can be used to drive the amplifier and the servo-motor. Its resolution 
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depends on the number of bits in the digital signal which have to be converted. The 
commonly available types are 8 or 12 bits; i.e: 8 bits allowing a resolution of 256, 12 bits 
allowing a resolution of 4096. High resolution DAC's transmit smoother voltage output for 
the changes in inputs. 
Similarly an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) transforms an analog signal to a digital 
number through the slider output measurement. The number of bits used to code the 
incoming analog signal determine the resolution of the digital representation of that signal. 
The commonly available ADC's are of 4, 8 and 12 bits resolution. 
In signal converSIOn, 12-bit DAC and ADC's are used III the designed control hardware 
arrangement. 
5.2.4. Controller Hardware Requirements 
To summarize the above, it is found that the controller is required to: 
- sample not less than 1 kHz 
- read incremental counts from the motor encoder 
- provide a 12-bit resolution DAC for the feedback 
- read slider displacement data with 12-bit resolution ADC's 
- coordinate the constant speed motor with the servo-motor 
_ perform the required non-uniform displacement motions. 
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Coming section explains the controller hardware arrangement in detail. 
5.3. Hardware Architecture and Interface for the ControUer 
The above control requirements are implemented with a digital control hardware arrangement 
developed by 'Mechanisms and Machines Group' of Liverpool Polytechnic. It had previously 
been successfully applied in the control and coordination of a pantograph type linkage for a 
carton erection machine [2.1]. 
The control system is built around the memory mapped Input/Output (I/O) channel of a 
VME/l0 68010 microprocessor development system. The main controller software is written 
in two parts, one in pascal and the other in Motorola 68000 machine code. The schematic 
representation of the control hardware arrangement is shown in Figure 5.1. The parts are 
explained individually as follows. 
The Input/Output (I/O) Channel 
The I/O channel provides a communications path through to the 68010 microprocessor and 
I/O devices. The I/O channel provides the following features: 
• 12 bit address bus 
• 8 bi t bidirectional databus 
• asynchronous operation 
• up to 2-megabyte transfer rate 
• four interrupt lines 
• reset line 
• 4-MHz free running clock-line 
I/O channel interface links the local on-board bus to the I/O channel cable for 
communication to any optional I/O cards installed. The I/O channel allows the master 68010 
to perform read and write operations to I/O slave devices such as controller cards. 
The Arbitrator Board 
The arbitrator board is responsible for the protocol between the controller hardware and 
68010 microprocessor. It. is housed wit.hin the VME/I0 system using a single euro-card. 
In data transfer prot.ocol. all data transfers on the I/O channel are betwet"n the m.1. .... ler fiMllO 
and the slave and are initiated by the master. 
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All data transfers are asynchronous and dependent on two interlocked signal lines, STB 
(strobe) and XACK (data acknowledge) which are both provided by the 68010 architecture. 
STB is generated by the master and initiates a data transfer. XACK is generated by the 
addressed slave to show data transfer has been acknowledged. 
I/O channel signal lines for data and address are identified as Ao-All (address channel) and 
Do-D7 (data channel). 
The Decoder and Timer Board 
The decoder board can read the 12-bit address bus available to the memory mapped I/O 
Channel. Depending upon the bus address in the VME, bits A3 to As allow a board to be 
selected and bits Ao to A2 assign the devices on this board. 
The I/O channel only has 8-bit data bus. Therefore, the decoder board arbitrates between the 
least or most significant bytes of the interface devices on the controller boards. 
The Controller Boards 
Two controller boards are available. One provides an interface with the programmable input 
of the differential gear-unit. The other has been used for experimental data acquisition and is 
not included in the control loop. The second board performs digital data conversion for the 
slider displacement also. 
The communication between the decoder board and the controller boards is assigned as 
following. Each board has four address lines, Ao-A2 and the controller board select lines from 
the decoder. Using the board select line, the controller boards can be assigned and four 
available devices are individually selected from each one of them. 
The presen t specification for each board is: 
• two 16-bit counters, as up-down counters for incremental encoders, 
• a 12-bit Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC), 
• a 12-bit Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC). 
There is a reference address that corresponds to a different device on each board. The 
counters are HCTL2000 or equivalent THCT12016, incremental encoder interface chipt;. They 
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can operate in 8 different function modes as up-down counters to determine the direction and 
displacement of an axis based on two input signals from incremental encoders; it can measure 
a pulse width using a known clock rate, or a frequency by counting input pulses over a known 
time interval. In order to enable operation of different modes, proper jumper connections 
must be chosen on the board. 12-bit ADC and DAC can also be set + 5 Volts or 10 Volts 
using jumpers available on each board. 
The Counter and Command Update Latch 
In the hybrid arrangement, the serv<rmotor interacts with any other driving motor which 
means that the coordination of both motors is essentially required. There must be an 
electronic master which drives the set of points to control the other axis. Thus the slave axis 
can be position locked with the master axis giving its position as a function of the master's. 
However, if the system is restricted to controlling the serv<rmotor without any other 
interaction, a closed-loop position control would be adequate. 
The above requirement has been achieved within the hardware using a single board referred 
as a 'Counter and Command Update Latch' (CCUL). This board includes a counter and a 
device that may latch the leading edge of a pulse supplied by an encoder on the constant 
speed motor. In the control loop cycle, the counter is set to sample at 2 kHz whatever the 
constant speed motor input is. The clocked counter has a value to decrement to zero in 0.5 
ms. After the zero value has been recognized, the counter is reset by the microprocessor 
causing the latch to be addressed. It's state determines whether an encoder pulse has been 
received or not. If not, the control loop is performed around the same data point. If it has 
been processed, a new command point is then read from the 'look up' table and the error is 
determined. 
The reference position for zero datum of the slider is enabled by usmg the crank encoder 
marker pulse. This pulse is processed in CCUL and occurs once per revolution in rotary 
encoders. The correlation between the zero crank position and the slider displacement data 
has been therefore provided. When the encoder marker pulse is recognized, the serv<rcontrol 
loop starts and measures exact displacement of the slider from its datum within the required 
control cycle time. 
5.4. Command and Response Curves 
The aim m this section is to get quicker serv<rmotor responses and also minimize the error 
between command and response without having any instability problem in the serv~8ystem. 
This is achieved by adjusting the gain potentiometers that are one for the proportional and 
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the other one for the derivative action in the servo-motor amplifier board which is housed in 
the servo-amplifier. 
Initially the servo-system is studied with an finite impulse function and a square waveform as 
well-known test signals. The hybrid system is reduced to have single degree of freedom, with 
input from the programmable drive only for these examples. The casing of the differential 
gear-unit is fixed so that it acts as a simple gear reducer. There is no requirement for the 
motion coordination. 
In the present system, the mIcroprocessor addresses the uJrdown counters. Therefore, the 
command data is stored in terms of encoder counts. Figure 5.2 shows a block diagram 
representation of the position control loop used for the servo-motor. In this position control 
loop, the microprocessor obtains a reading from the incremental encoder and generates an 
error value in the form of difference between the desired and the actual position. This error is 
expressed in units of resolution, such as encoder counts. It is then applied to the servo-
amplifier via a DAC to drive the motor. The DAC interfaces between the digital output of 
the controller and the amplifier. Here additional feedback signal is generated by a tachometer 
which is integral with the servo-motor. 
Input 
Microprocessor (MP) 1------tI DAC Amplifier 
Encoder Tacho MOTOR 
Figure 5.2. Position Control Loop. 
Figure 5.3 shows the servo-motor command, response and error curves for a finite impulse 
and square waveform test input signals using 288 data points. The vertical axis is given in 
encoder counts and the horizontal axis in samples. 
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The gam adjustment is carried on the step function as a start. The proportional and 
derivative gain potentiometers are then set to values so that the motor response is the 
equivalent of a critically damped system free from unnecessary oscillatory behaviour. 
After achieving the above input examples, the other motions, the R-R, R-D-R and R-R-D are 
studied for a system having two degrees of freedom with a differential gear-unit in use. 
Figure 5.4 illustrates the command, response and error curves for the implementation of the 
R-R motion. The upper plot represents the necessary programmable input as a result of the 
closed-loop control and the lower plot is the measurement on the crank shaft from the open-
loop. The motion coordination of the two motors is provided using pulses from the constant 
speed motor which runs nominally at 1500 rpm. 
Figure 5.5 represents the command, response and error curves for the R-D-R motion for the 
servo-motor and the crankshaft. The system operates at lower speeds than the previous case 
with the constant speed motor rotating at 750 rpm. 
Figure 5.6 illustrates the servo-motor command, response and error curves and the crankshaft 
output for the R-R-D motion having same operating conditions as the previous R-D-R 
motion. 
In the measured responses, it has been observed that the error is caused by a phase lag of the 
command from the system hardware. This is thought to be resulted from the control 
algorithm itself and as a result of the command digitization. The dynamics of the system and 
real operating conditions are also considered as other sources of error. To minimize the error, 
"a phase advance for the command curve is needed. This is achieved by introducing command 
motion tuning into the system. The tuning algorithm is given in the following section. 
5.5. Command Motion Tuning 
The Mechanisms and Machines Group, Liverpool Polytechnic has developed some expertise in 
the field of command motion tuning [2.1], [5.6], [5.7] and [5.8]. 
The mam purpose 1S to mm1m1ze the error between command and response and to get 
improved output characteristics. The use of tuned motion command significantly reduces the 
closed-loop error, the difference between desired and actual system output. Tuning utilizes 
system response to calculate the input required to get an output with the specified 
characteristics. 
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As an instance, the approach studied [5.7] implies that response improvement can be achieved 
by utilizing previous cycle response. This enables the system response to improve cycle by 
cycle. Since the final tuned motion command contains response information from the number 
of previous run cycles, this approach to tuning can be termed as self learning. This technique 
has been applied for the pantograph type linkage in [2.1]' quite satisfactory results were 
obtained. 
5.5.1. Tuning Algorithm 
In the applied tuning algorithm, the difference between the nominal command and the 
dynamic response, the absolute error or portion of it is added sample by sample and cycle by 
cycle into the tuned command and a new dynamically tuned command computed based on it. 
This algorithm is described as the following. 
Ck + 1 .T= Ck .T+ G (C1 .N_ Rk .) 
" " " ,I 
where 
CT _ the tuned command 
CN - the nominal command 
R - the response 
G - gam 
- sample number 
k - cycle number 
(5.1 ) 
In the assembly program, G is chosen as 1, 1/2, 1/4 etc. by shifting the binary data to the 
right. 
A reasonable servo-motor response is required by using the above algorithm. This algorithm 
has to run continuously, monitoring the response and errors and adapting a tuned command 
repeatedly. 
Figure 5.7 shows the improved servo-motor response after 2nd, 5th and later 8th cycles for 
the R-R motion. Other cycles are not included here. The comparison of the error curves is 
given in terms of encoder counts. 
The peak error is found around 200 counts without tuning at the required speed. After 
introducing tuning algorithm, the peak error is reduced to 100 counts in 5 cycles. and 36 
counts in the 10th cycle; nearly 1/5th of the previous error value. If the tuning algorithm i~ 
continued for 12-13 cycles, the peak error is found as 5 counts. 
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If higher gains (G) are applied, the improvement in response is observed to be quicker and the 
number of cycles necessary is reduced. 
Up to this point, it can be said that the tuning algorithm is successfully applied. However. 
some problems are observed during the algorithm application that should be mentioned here. 
If the system is kept running continuously with the tuning algorithm applied. some 
disturbances are observed on the resultant tuned command and the corresponding response. 
For instance, the system response matches with the command with some disturbance in the 
20th cycle. After this cycle, the error but it starts to oscillate. This effects the system output 
with a resultant oscillatory response. When the same algorithm is tried with higher system 
gains, this happened quicker than 20th cycle. 
In order to overcome the above problem which indicates some form of coming instability, the 
approach taken is to observe the system response up to an acceptable minimum error and 
then to stop the tuning algorithm. The optimum number of cycles is found to be 12 in terms 
of acceptability of the error for this example. Tuning is then paused. Thus the actual 
command stays as the tuned command without causing any further problems with minimized 
error as desired. 
In this section, the progression of the tuning algorithm is presented only for the R-R motion 
not for the other two motions. The reason for this is that one motion example is thought to 
be enough to show the result of the algorithm applied. The R-D-R and R-R-D motions are 
also studied. In the application of the tuning algorithm the results are found similar to the R-
R motion. For instance, if the system runs with included tuning algorithm oscillatory system 
responses are observed after some motion cycles. To avoid this problem, the same approach is 
taken as the above. 
5.6. Conclusion 
The necessary computer control system, control functions and the design of control hardware 
arrangement have been studied in this chapter. 
The system responses were presented for the three designed motion examples. The command 
motion tuning was then investigated briefly. The motion command was tuned to hav.- a 
response with minimum error to that of the desired output. The progression of tuning 
algorithm was presented for one motion case to show how the system response improved cycle 
by cycle. However, disturbances were observed in the tuned command and the corresponding 
system responses after some motion cycles. This problem was eliminated by pausing th .. 
tuning algorithm after optimum number of motion cyclt's depending upon the :--ervo motion 
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required. 
The control hardware arrangement had been developed by \1echanisms and \tachines Group 
and it has performed satisfactorily for the required functional tasks up to this point. We may 
also add here that the controller boards are not designed for general purpose. However, 
modifications can be made for the specific purpose in these controller boards. Alternatively. 
the same functional tasks can be achieved by using controller cards available on the market. 
This latter approach will also help one who wants to utilize the hybrid arrangement for 
different purposes with less complication. 
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CHAPTER 6 
POWER TRANSMISSION AND FLOW IN THE HYBRID ARRANGEMENT 
6.1. Introduction 
Power is transmitted in mechanical systems by means of friction, interlocking or contact. The 
transmission is usually performed at constant speed with shaft-mounted rotating members 
such as couplings, belts, chains and gears. With these elements, power is either transferred 
directly or by way of speed-torque multipliers. When transmission at variable speed is 
required, linkages, cams, and differential gears are applied. 
Power transmission in the hybrid arrangement herein is achieved both at constant and 
variable speed. The first power path is found from the de constant speed motor through belts, 
the casing of a differential gear-unit and then couplings to the crankshaft. Similarly, the 
second power path is found from the servo-motor through the gears and couplings to the 
crankshaft. 
To see what is actually happening during the power transmission in the available set-up, this 
chapter presents a brief literature survey for differential transmission systems and then studies 
the basics of a differential gear, fundamental relations such as torque distribution and power 
flow. To complete the theoretical study achieved, it describes the experimental set-up with a 
torque transducer. It further presents measurements taken from this set-up with related 
torque and power outputs for the three motion cases. 
6.2. Differential Transmissions 
Macmillan 1961 [6.1] studied the fundamental relations connecting the torques, the velocities 
and the power flows for a general differential mechanism. He, in 1964 [6.2] described general 
shunt transmissions and four-shaft differentials which contain an assemblage of fixed ratio 
torque and speed differential units with possible arrangements, including two or four units. 1ft' 
then studied a regenerative system based on a speed differential in which the flywheel was 
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coupled to the transmission through the differential. 
In 1965 Macmillan [6.3] described, analysed and compared divided-power transmission 
systems. Four assigned arrangements, which contained one or two differentials with a 
variable-speed unit, were investigated in terms of power flow and efficiency characteristics. 
They were called bifurcated power transmission systems. 
In the following year 1965 Davies [6.4] presented a progress review about variable ratio drivt>s 
with single and double differential mechanisms. The variator-single-differential arrangement 
connected one of the three members of a single differential to the input. another to the output 
and the third either to the input or to the output, via a variator. For a double differential 
arrangement, equilibrium was achieved between four components instead of three. 
White 1967 [6.5] studied properties of differential transmissions composed of one differential 
gear and one variable-speed unit. An arrangement of a differential transmission was described 
in terms of principles of operation. The power input to a differential transmission was divided 
into two or more flow paths by gear trains, so that part of the power flowed directly to the 
differential gear and the remainder passed through the variable-speed unit. The differential 
gear then combined these separate power paths for a variable output. Possible arrangements 
of a variable-speed unit and a differential was also studied, for example, one shaft of the 
variable-speed unit was coupled either to the input shaft or the output shaft of the 
transmission. When the variable-speed unit was coupled to the input of the differential 
mechanism, the arrangement was termed as input coupled or torque-divided system. Similarly, 
the variable-speed unit was connected to the output shaft of a differential gear and it was 
termed an output coupled or speed-divided system. 
In the same year White and Christie 1967 [6.6] revealed an improvement on the speed holding 
ability of a variable-ratio transmission by means of a differential coupling. Describing 
relations were derived for all possible types of differential coupling along with directions of 
power flow. The variable-ratio unit exhibited some variation of speed ratio with load during 
its applications. With a differential transmission, however, any undesirable change of speed 
ratio with load changes was eliminated. The positive action from the differential gear 
provided no change of speed ratio with load. 
White 1970 [6.8) then examined multiple-stage, split-power transmissions. By using different 
possible arrangements such as the direct-drive and input-coupled transmission. the direct-
drive and output-coupled transmission, two output-coupled and two input-coupled. 1 wo-stage 
speed changes were achieved. In single-stage split-power transmissions, a variable-ratio unit 
was connected in parallel with a fixed-ratio differential unit where they were grouped into 
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input-coupled and output-coupled systems as above. Multiple-stage split-power transmissions 
were used where a wide range of output speed was required. Two stage transmissions were 
obtained with one variable-ratio unit and two differential gears with several possible 
arrangements such that the transfer between speed stages occuring at a synchronous speed. 
The three possible cases of a two-stage transmission were both speed stages input-coupled or 
one-input coupled and one-output coupled speed stage. Two clutches were required for this 
application. 
Further, Sanger 1971 [6.9] presented his work on the determination of power flow in multiple-
path systems and expression in terms of speed ratios. The power transmitted was found from 
the each part of the system without torque analysis. 
The following year 1972, White and Christie [6.10] described a variable ratio differential 
transmission with power flow relations. A three-stage variable-ratio transmission was 
described. High torque conversions were obtained over a wide speed range. 
Basically all the above transmissions were meant to provide a wider range of output speeds 
and both a differential gear and a variable-speed unit were used. For the same purpose, 
Molian 1982 [1.4] later described a transmission in which a single differential gear-unit was 
used to combine the speed of a large constant speed motor with a small variable speed motor. 
Instead of using a variable-speed unit in the transmission, a motor with variable speed 
properties was applied to extend the range of the output speed from one of the inputs of the 
differential gear. 
When a general overview IS made about the study and application of differential 
transmissions it is found that the differential gear has always been used as a unl/onn 
transmission mechanism. However, in some circumstances, where the programmability is 
required, it is seen that the available differential transmissions could not cope with demands 
of this work. In the hybrid arrangement, the variable-speed motor has been replaced by a 
programmable servo-motor. The differential gear is then used as a single unit of fixed-ratio to 
add or subtract the motions from a constant speed motor and a servo-motor. So the hybrid 
arrangement is considered to be the basis of a search for its use as non-unl/onn transmiSSion 
mechanism, which has not been explored before, by combining both uniform and 
programmable inputs. 
6.3. General Analysis of a Differential Mechanism 
Geared mechanisms are the most common form of the differential arrangenwnts. In these 
mechanisms, the motion of one member or shaft is linearly related to the motion of other two 
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members. 
A general differential can be represented by a gear casing and two integrated shafts with 
angular velocities 81,82 and 83 under the torques T I , T2 and TJ respectively. Figure 6.1.(a) 
shows this mechanism with its equivalent block diagram in Figure 6.1.(b}. Here PI' P
2 
and 
P3 are defined as positive power flows into the differential [6.3]. 
1 
(a) 
p 
(b) 
Figure 6.1. The general differential and its equivalent block diagram. 
6.3.1. Torque Distribution 
The operation of the differential is found by fixing one member and calculating the speed 
ratio of the two remaining members. The speed ratio between members 2 and 3 relative to 
member 1 is p in Figure 6.1. Additionally the belt reduction bet ween the constant speed input 
and the annulus is g in the hybrid arrangement. This follows that 
(6.1 ) 
where 81 is the casing or dc-constant speed motor input. 82 is the servo-motor input and 83 is 
the crankshaft output. For steady operation. the requirement is that the differential gear 
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must be in equilibrium under the action of the three torques applied to it. Thus 
(6.2) 
and if no losses are present, a power balance yields the algebraic sum of all power flows to the 
differential gear to be 
(6.3) 
As a result of multiplication of the torque relation, equation (6.2), with 01 and subtraction 
from the power relation, equation (6.3) an expression between T2 and T3 is found. Similarly, 
by using this relation in equation (6.2) an expression between Tl and T3 is obtained. They 
are given as the following. 
-T - T2 _ Tl 
3 - P - (l-p)g (6.4) 
where represents a constant relationship for the ratio of torques carried by any two shafts of a 
differential gear. This equation gives the torque distribution on a differential gear. The 
preceding minus sign indicates the system output. This ratio is independent of the velocities 
between the members, but is dependent on the relative gear sizes [6.1]. 
Power flow can then be rewritten with power notations by usmg equation (6.3). The 
convention adopted defines power delivered by each shaft as positive if the product of its 
speed and torque is positive which indicates power flow into the differential through from a 
particular element. Neglecting losses the input power is equal to the output power that is 
(6.5) 
which is definitely true for the hybrid arrangement. 
In addition to the above relations that are presently available, during the progress of this 
chapter the torque distribution on a differential gear has been considered in further detail. 
The reason for this is the necessity to clear some points on differentials when they are applied 
as a two degrees of freedom mechanisms rather than as isolated alternative inputs for the 
hybrid arrangement. 
In the previous studies, it was noticed that the torque distribution was always calculatt"d by 
considering only one input at a time. That is by fixing one member and calculating the ratio 
of the other two members. Undoubtedly this provided a considerable simplification in the 
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analysis of the mechanism and gave a constant ratio of the torques carried. like in equation 
(6.4). However, when two members are driving and the third is an output. the ratio of 
torques carried changes by depending on both relative gear sizes and velocities. The torque 
expression in equation (6.4) is true but not complete for a two degrees of freedom system. 
To show this point more clearly for the hybrid arrangement application, the energy equation 
is rearranged. Equation (6.3) is then written without gear ratios, only the ratios of angular 
velocities from the power relation as: 
(6.6) 
If 03 is replaced from the equation (6.1) into equation (6.6), the torque expression becomes 
(6.7) 
where the ratio of O2/03 is 1/ p when the casing is fIxed, O}= 0.0, and the ratio of Otl iJ3 is 
1/{I-p)g when the torque arm sleeve is fIxed, O2=0.0. 
The above relation is completely true for the one input and gives the general torque 
expression given in equation (6.4). It also satisfies the condition where two driving input exist 
at the same time. 
6.3.2. Effect of Losses 
The differential gear is accepted as a positive action device [6.5] because of no change of speed 
ratio with changing load. However, in practice, during its operation, any losses from tooth-
action or bearings lead to a reduction in output torque and power flow. A single parameter rJ 
is assigned to represent these losses. The above expressions are then derived by including rJ. 
MacMillan [6.1] has studied the concept of efficiency and its effect during the differential 
transmission by using equation (6.4). The internal friction losses are added with rJ to T 2 first 
and T 1 then is derived back. The new torque expression is found as: 
-T 3 = _prJ T 2= ( rJ) T 1 
rJ-P g 
(6.8) 
Similarly, the power flow equation IS obtained by uSing equations (6.1) and (6.8). and 
multiplying them together the following power expression is found. 
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(6.9) 
The power equation is then replaced by the multiplication of torques and angular velocities 
and the torque expression is found as: 
(6.10) 
or, written in its explicit form: 
(6.11) 
Compared with equation (6.7), the above expression looks a bit more complex. Since the 
losses in a differential are small, sometimes they are ignored in the calculations. In a real 
system model, the efficiencies are usually added to complete the details for the systems real 
characteristics. 
If the to~al frictional power lost in the mechanism is considered, all power inputs and outputs 
can be written as a summation of power terms as the following. 
(6.12) 
P3 is substituted from the equation (6.9) into the above summation to give 
(6.13) 
When the mechanism operates as a differential with power flow at three members, the overall 
efficiency would be 
1- power. loss 
power mput 
By assuming PI and P 2 were positive power flow, the expresslon can be written 10 the 
following form 
(6.14) 
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which includes both p and TJ for the overall efficiency. 
6.3.3. Torque and Power Calculation in the Program 
In order to complete the computer model study. the torque and power expressions are 
included in the mathematical model for the R-R, R-D-R and R-R-D motion cases. The torque 
and power relations which are given in equations (6.5) and (6.7) are the ones used. 
Firstly the R-R motion is studied. The generated and output torques for this motion are 
given in Figure 6.2. These torques are found by using the same gains given in Chapter 4. The 
first plot shows the generated torque from the dc-constant speed motor, the second plot shows 
the generated torque from the servo-motor and the third plot represents the torque output T 3 
on the crankshaft. Figure 6.3 then gives the supplied power p}' P 2 and transmitted power P 3 
by multiplying the torques T}, T 2 with angular velocities °1, 02 respectively and summing 
them together. 
For the second case, when the slider-crank is at its top dead centre, the servo-motor stops 
running system for nearly 50 ms by increasing its angular velocity equal to the other input 
velocity. In this specific motion, the differential gear-unit acts as a control element to keep 
the output shaft steady by equating speeds of the two driving inputs. However, when 
equation (6.7) is used for torque calculations, a numerical problem appears during the dwell 
period. The value of 03 becomes very small or zero, especially when 03 goes to zero, T 3 goes 
to infinity. The behaviour of the system can not be known by looking at equation (6.7) 
during the dwell. To find torque values corresponding to dwell, the equation of motion for a 
slider-crank, equivalent lumped masses is derived. Calculated 83, 03 and 83 values are then 
used in this equation. So the corresponding torque values are replaced in the plot. 
Figure 6.4 shows the generated torques as T I , T2 and output T3 for the R-R motion. The 
corresponding supplied power and transmitted power outputs are given in Figure 6.5 as p}' 
P2 and P3. The gain values are taken from chapter 4. 
Finally the third motion, R-R-D introduces the dwell at the end of the return stroke for 
approximately 60 ms. The servo-motor stops running system to allow the coordination of an 
other object or a machine element. The value of 03 changes during 600 ms. But when the 
denominator of equation (6.7) or 03 goes to zero the same numerical problem as abovt' 
appears. This is again eliminated by using the same approach taken for the previous motion. 
The generated torques and the crankshaft output are given in Figure 6.6 for thf' R- R- () 
motion. The supplied power and tranmitted power for this motion are shown in Figurt· 6.7. 
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TORQUEI (Constant speed motor/\.m) 
1.0 
0.5 
-0.5 
-1.0 
200.0 
TIME (ms) 
TORQUE2 (Servo-motor/N.m) 
300.0 
.---------------------- - - -
5.0 
2.5 
200.0 
-2.5 
-5.0 TIME (ms) 
TORQUE3 (Crankshaft/N.m) 
5.0 
2.5 
-2.5 
-5.0 
200.0 
TIME (ms) 
.0 
hgure 6.~. The generated lorqut':' '1'1- T~ and out put I J for the H-R mot ion. 
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POWER 1 (Wat t) 
100.0 
50.0 
-50.0 
-100.0 
POWER2 (Watt) 
100.0 
50.0 
-50.0 
-1013.0 
POWER3 (Watt) 
100.13 
50.13 
-50.0 
-1130.0 
200.0 
TIME (ms) 
.0 300.0 
TIME (ms) 
21313.13 
TIME (ms) 
Figure 6.3. The supplied PI' P2 and transmitted power P3 for the R-R motion. 
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TORQUEI (Constant speed motor/N.m) 
1.0 
0.5 
600.0 
-0.5 
-1.0 TIME (ms) 
TORQUE2 (Servo-motor/N.m) 
5.0 
2.5 
600.0 
-2.5 
-5.0 TIME (ms) 
TORQUE3 (Crankshaft/N.m) 
5.0 
2.5 
200.0 
-2.5 
-5.0 TIME (ms) 
Figure 6.4. The generated torques Ttl T2 and total TJ for the R-D-R motion. 
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POWERl (Watt) 
80.0 
40.0 
600.0 
-40.0 
-80.0 TIME (ms) 
POWER2 (Watt) 
80.0 
40.0 
200.0 J\ 400.0 600.0 
-40.0 
" -80.0 TIME (ms) 
POWER3 (Watt) 
80.0 
40.0 
600.0 
-40.0 
-80.0 TIME (ms) 
Figure 6.5. The supplied power PI1 P2 and transmitted P3 for the R-O-R mot.ion. 
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TORQUE 1 (Constant speed motor/N.m) 
1.0 
0.5 
200.0 600.0 
-0.5 
-1.0 TIME (ms) 
TORQUE2 (Servo-motor/N.m) 
5.0 
200.0 
-2.5 
-5.0 TIME (ms) 
TORQUE3 (Crankshaft/N.m) 
5.0 
-2.5 
-5.0 TIME (ms) 
Figure 6.6. The generated torques T l' T 2 and output 1'3 for the R- R- D motion. 
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POWERl (Watt) 
80.0 
40.0 
-40.0 
-80.0 
POWER2 (Watt) 
80.0 
40.0 
-40.0 
-80.0 
200.0 
200.0 
POWER3 (Watt) 
80.0 
40.0 
200.0 
--
-40.0 
-80.0 
600.0 
TIME (ms) 
600.0 
TIME (ms) 
TIME (ms) 
Figure 6.7. The supplied power PI' P2 and output power P3 for the R-R-D motion. 
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6.4. The Experimental Set-Up 
Figure 6.8 shows the experimental set-up. It has been used for the measurement of dynamic 
torques and angular velocities on the rotating crankshaft from which the experinwntal poWl'r 
flow is then found. In this set-up the generated torques can be isolated during tht' 
measurements. The input is provided either from the dc-constant speed motor or from the 
servo-motor with a differential gear-unit or from the combination of both. 
6.4.1. Torque Measurement 
An inductive torque transducer is integrally mounted between the differential gear-unit and 
the crankshaft by means of two flexible couplings. This transducer can measure torques in 
both directions irrespective of speed. 
The measurmg principle of the transducer is based on the distortion of the torque sensing 
zone under load. This is located in the central part of the transducer. The inductive 
measuring system forms a complete bridge which is supplied via a contactless rotary 
transformer with lOY, 8 Kc/s carrier frequency. The out of balance resulting in one of the 
bridge arm produces an amplitude modulated signal. This is fed to the carrier frequency 
amplifier (C.F.A) by means of a rotary transmitter. The output from the C.F.A is filtered. 
monitored and then stored on a digital scope. This torque output is later transferred to a 
digital computer (Hewlett Packard) through a RS232 communication interface for further 
calculations. 
The calibration of the amplifier output is carried out statically. Static loads are arranged to 
apply a known pure couple to the transducer. Weights were applied in small increments up to 
3 kg to a torque arm of 0.5 m length. By varying the gain of the carrier amplifier, a 3 Volt 
deflection is obtained for 14.715 N.m without overloading the device. The calibrated vaJut' of 
torque is later used when comparisons are made between the dynamic torque outputs and for 
the power flows. 
6.4.2. Angular Velocity Measurement 
A pulse pick-up transducer is mounted on the casing of the torque transducer to ohtain thc' 
angular velocity information. The operation principle of this pick-up transducer is ba..<t4."d 011 
the incoming signal pulses whose frequencies are proportional to the angular \'t~lociti('S (If lilt' 
crankshaft. A frequency-to-voltage converter is required to process thl':'l' incoming ~.qgnab and 
convert them into a dc voltage output. A frequency-to-voltage conversion circuit hlL" bn-n 
built for the angular velocity measurement. Although this circuit has performed quit .. \\·('11 
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levels of voltage output at higher frequencies, the crankshaft output measurements were not 
very accurate. This was thought to be because of the very low ope ( f 
ra 109 requency range. 
anything in the set-up. 
Another alternative was search d £ I I 
e or angu ar ve ocity measurement without changing 
The output angular velocity 83 is later obtained from the incremental encoder, which is 
indirectly fixed on the crankshaft, by using a position counting technique [5.6]. The position 
that was measured in the previous control cycle is subtracted from the current position to 
give an incremental displacement that can be divided by the control cycle time. This 
manipulation produces the average velocity over the requl'red t" I' h Ime mterva 10 t e following 
form: 
• «()3.-()3. 1) 
() 
• 1- 2 3.= Rt 7r 
• e t 
where 
()3.- angular velocity (rad/s) 
• 
()3 . - current angular position (rad) 
• 
()3. -last angular position (rad) 
1-1 
for i=1,2, ... ,n 
R - encoder resolution (counts/revolution) 
tet-control cycle time (sec). 
(6.15) 
The above calculations were performed within the control software. The resulting velocity 
has a resolution over the whole speed range of 
(6.16) 
In this technique the velocity output is, however, very sensitive to the existing inaccuricies in 
the position signal obtained. Since a differentiation process is carried out, any noise in the 
coming signal is undoubtedly amplified. Although the technique can provide the necessary 
angular velocity information, in some circumstances, for example when the positional 
resolution is too low or the control cycle is too fast, this technnique can provide insufficif'nl 
velocity resolution. It cannot satisfy the measuring accuracy requirements. 
6.4.3. Experiment.al Torque, Angular Velocity and Power Curves 
Finally a set of torque speed measurements are obtained from the hybrid arrang~mt'nl. All 
the experimental data outputs are expressed in the num~r of s.·\lnpk~ in tim~ !MAlt" 
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corresponding to actual motion cycle time. In order to find output shaft power In Watls. 
measured output torques are converted to N b . h I 
.. m y uSing t e ca ibration torque and then 
multiplied by output shaft angular velocity. Here 3 Volts correspond to 14.714 \.m from lht" 
previous section. 
The shaft power P 3 developed by shaft torque T 3 1'.m at angular velocity 6
3 
radls IS 
calculated from: 
(6.1 i) 
Figure 6.9 shows torque, angular velocity and transmitted power obtained for the R-R motion 
while the dc-constant speed motor is rotating at 1500 rpm. The torque output is expressed in 
volts and in number of samples in the first plot. The resultant angular velocity, ilJ is given in 
radls and against number of samples is shown in the second plot and while the third plot 
. 
shows the corresponding power in Watts. 
Figure 6.10 represents torque, angular velocity and transmitted power for the R-D-R motion 
where the dc-constant speed motor runs at 750 rpm. All plots are represented in same units as 
the previous example. 
Figure 6.11 shows the measured outputs for the R-R-D motion. The plots are given in the 
same units as above. The results are measured when the constant speed motor runs at 750 
rpm. 
In order to get better output from the measurements, the experiments were performed over 
many cycles and one of the best for each is plotted here. Some noise is evident in the plots. 
This was simply due to the real operating conditions so that readings recorded from the 
experiments had errors of various kinds. When the experimental outputs are studied 
separately, the lower noise level was observed for slower motion examples like in Figure 6.10 
and Figure 6.11. 
Additionally, the digitization of the command points was found to be very effective in tht" 
calculations. In the control program, the system responses are stored as integer numbers and 
numerical methods, like numerical differentiation are then introduced to perform further 
calculations for the angular velocity. Since the transmitted power i~ found by multiplying lht" 
crankshaft torque and angular velocity, any noise and inaccuracy in rt'adin~ during the lorqllt" 
and angular velocity measurement is directly reflected in the power outpul~ .. Thl!" it il'l 
obvious that better torque and angular velocit.y measurement would rt'Sult in morf' aceur"lr 
calculation of transmitted power outputs. 
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TORQUE3 (Volts) 
1.0 
0.5 
288.0 
-0.5 
-1.0 SAMPLES 
THETA3DOT (rad/s) 
40.0 
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10.0 
96.0 192.0 288.0 
SAMPLES 
POWER3 (Watt) 
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-50.0 
-100.0 SAMPLES 
Figure 6.9. The output torque, angular velocity and power for the R- R motion. 
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TORQUE3 (Volts) 
1.0 
0.5 
.0 
-0.5 
-1.0 SAMPLES 
THETA3DOT (rad/s) 
20.0 
15.0 
5.0 
96.0 192.0 288.0 
SAMPLES 
POWER3 (Watt) 
80.0 
40.0 
-40.0 
-80.0 SAMPLES 
Figure 6.10. The output torque, angular velocity and power for the R-D-R molion. 
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TORQUE3 (Volts) 
1.0 
0.5 
-0.5 
-1.0 
THETA3DOT (rad/s) 
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22.5 
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96.0 
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288.0 
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Figure 6.11. The output torque, angular velocity and 1" ,\\I"r for lilt' R- R- n IlIollll11. 
6.5. Conclusion 
A review has been included differential transmissions in this chapter. Fundamental relations 
for the torques, the angular velocities and the power flows have been derived for a differential 
gear and effect of losses were considered. Additional torque relations are presented, while two 
inputs are driving. These relations have been included into the computer model and the 
numerical problems have been tackled for the dwell included motions. 
An experimental set-up has been built for the dynamic torque and angular velocity 
measurement. Power flow has been found for the each components of the hybrid arrangement. 
The experimental torque, angular velocity and transmitted power outputs were then 
presented. The comparisons and discussions about theoretical and experimental torque 
distribution and power flow are left to be included in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7 
COMPARISON OF THE MODEL AND THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
7.1. Introduction 
During the overall progress of work, a mathematical model is built up to describe the 
dynamic behaviour of the real system. Equivalent experiments are carried out on the real 
system and the model. 
In this chapter the comparison of the model and the experimental results are presented into 
two parts. In the first part the model and the experimental serv<rmotor and the crankshaft 
responses are given and the designed slider displacements are included with their calculated 
and measured outputs. In the second part the torque distribution and power flow calculated 
from the model and measurements taken from the experimental set-up are presented. In 
generating non-uniform mechanism motion two alternative techniques; the programmable 
drive only and the hybrid arrangement are further studied to decide which alternative would 
offer a better choice. All comparisons made are based on torque and power requirements from 
the programmable drive. This part is carried out in theory only. At the end, regenerative 
programmable systems are considered. 
7.2. Comparison of Model and Experiment.al RespoDBe8 
The results for the model and experimental work are developed into two parts. One part 
concerns a single degree of freedom system, without a linkage mechanism. for standard inputs 
only. The second part concerns the two degrees of freedom system, the sd-UP as a whole. 
representing the hybrid arrangement. 
7.2.1. Standard Input.s 
Initially, to observe the dynamic response of the !'t'rv<rmotor dirrC'r~nt poeitional commAncia 
" I fi "t " p I Dnd a .. nUaIt' wll'.dorm function. It were applied. The chosen examp es were a ani e 1m u Be n -., 
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is anticipated that, for these inputs, the serv<rmotor behaviour will be k· d f a 10 0 rt'SponSt' 
which will include both transient and steady state parts. The tranSI· t t f h en par 0 t e respon~ 
dies away with increasing time in stable systems. The svstem then h . - d 
. sows It:. slea y qale 
behaviour. 
Figure 7.1.{a) and (b) show typical command and responses for these test signals. The result~ 
are found from the model, after simplifying assumptions are made, and from the experimental 
set-up after disconnecting the mechanism, the differential gear-unit and the constant speed 
motor. 
The first plots on the left hand side of Figure 7.1.(a) and (b) demonstrate the response for the 
pulse function of finite period, when an instantaneous change occurs in (J2' under proportional 
plus derivative control action. The full line curves represent the command functions and the 
dotted line curves are for the corresponding responses. The model responses are given in 
radians and milliseconds and the proportional and derivative gains are set at Kg2=100.0 
V /rad and K v2=0.80 V /rad/s. The recorded serv<rmotor responses are represented as encoder 
counts and samples. In the command function, the step change occurs at 100 ms on a time 
basis which is equivalent to the 96th sample and continues for about 100 ms up to 192nd 
sample. 
The second plots on the right hand side of Figure 7.1.{a) and (b) represent the computed and 
measured responses for a square waveform input and indicate the close matching. The first 
step change occurs at time equal to zero and the second step change happens at 150 ms half 
of the cycle which corresponds to 144th samples. The serv<rmotor model responses are 
calculated using Kg2=100.0 V /rad and Kv2=0.90 V /radjs for the proportional and derivative 
gains respectively. 
Evidently these responses demonstrated that the behaviour described above was observed 
during the application of both functions. In the model, continuous alteration of the gaill~ 
made it possible to obtain different response characteristics, for example, the effect of 
transients is easily observed in the model responses under the action of small derivativ(· gains. 
The model response is made practically identical to the experimental one only by altering Kt -2 
in the calculation here. In the experimental responses, the transient behaviour is not ob-.c·rvt'(! 
and the steady state part is directly seen as constant encoder counts indication of a constant 
amplitude. This was because of the gains used in the c1ost·d loop to get a criticall) dampni 
response to avoid oscillatory conditions. 
. h Ii . t ft·. n W~- to obet'nt' thr ~rH~mol('r Briefly the reason for choosmg t e Irst mpu une 0 s 
h be · . Tt f'to- motor rl"spon .. t • IS recordnJ l)f'forr behaviour for zero displacement at t e glllnmg. 1e se .. . 
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~ 
applying the input function, during the application of the f t' d f. h . 
UIl( Ion an a ter t e functIOn has 
been applied. For the second input it is required to see 'h t h . h 
' \\ a appens w en t here i~ a stt'P 
change at t=O.O ms and subsequently another step change at t= 150 m~. but in the OPp<ISlt~ 
sense, with twice the original magnitude is made. 
The servo-motor has exhibited a good response albeit without load alld I' k h' In 'age mt'C arll~rn. 
However, the anticipation is that the same motor would not respond that well when it is 
complete with the linkage mechanism and the other transmis...,ion elements. 
7.2.2. Different Motion Examples 
The three designed slider motions are presented with their modelled and c'xperimentaJ 
responses here. In the computer model, the slider displacement is calculatE'<! from a kinematic 
relationship used previously in chapter 3 as: 
(i.t) 
where r and I are the crank radius and connecting rod length, y is the zero-offset and 03 is the 
crankshaft displacement found using the kinematic relationship for the differential gear-unit, 
given in chapter 4, in equation (4.5) and the model responses from the constant speed motor 
and the servo-motor. In the experimental set-up the slider displacement is measured by means 
of a linear potentiometer during the control cycle. In the control program used in chapter 5, 
the result taken corresponds to the last cycle of the motion. The number of motion cyelt's is 
defined by the system user. 
The model and the experimental system responses can be seen in Figure 7.:!.(a) and (b) for 
the R-R motion. 
The first plots on the left hand side of Figure 7.2.(a) and (b) show the command .\lld 
responses for the closed loop servo-system. The 1st controller board. which was (·xplain.-d in 
chapter 5, has been used for this purpose. The variables are scaled consistentl),. whetht'f tht') 
are model or experimentally based. In the model. they are found as radians and timl'. 
correspondingly as encoder counts and samples in the experimental results. 
The second plot, shown in the middle of Figure 1.2.(a). gives the respon .... · of th .. rranksh;,ft 
9 is calculated bv using the kinematic relationship for a differential unit. Fur tilt' -.."('ollcl 3 . 
plot in the middle of Figure 7.2.{b), the 2nd controller board of thr digital hard"'M(, 
arrangement has been used. The crankshaft output is taken (\.-; rncod .. r (lIl1nl'- ill An Opt"11 loop 
measurement taken over t he control cycle. 
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., 
The third plot on the right hand side shows the slider displacement foul.d from the mood 
measured on the exprerimental set-up by a linear potent ° t I· . lOme er. t 1:- exprt"~ In me-~r in 
Figure 7.2.(a) and correspondingly in ADC counts in (b) "l h . I . 
. e expermwnta measurement lS 
performed in the 2nd controller board which was described· h - \\Oh 
ID C apter .). en the servo-
motor started providing the required motion the slider data· d f h· 
, IS rea rom t e hne-ar 
potentiometer at the same time. This potentiometer is fed b .... a volta I I' . 
J ge supp y. t s output I~ 
sent to the ADe's in the 2nd controller board. It is then stored with the other respon~ and 
plotted simultaneously. 
Figure 7.3.(a) and (b) represent the model based and experimental test rig system command 
and responses for the R-D-R motion at the slider output. The variables are given in the same-
scale and units as before. The plots are given in the same order as above. 
The first plot on the left hand side of Figure 7.3 shows the servo-motor command and 
responses, the second plot on the middle represents the command and responses on the 
crankshaft and the third plot on the right hand side finally shows the calculated and the 
measured slider displacements. 
For the third example, the R-R-D motion, the model based and experimental system 
responses are given in Figure 7.4.(a) and (b) with the slider outputs. They are consistently 
scaled as the above. 
In general, compared with the modelled responses, similar following characteristics for the 
servo-motor, the crankshaft and the slider are obtained in the experimental responses. The 
following error is found in lesser degree in the modelled responses. This was simply because of 
the assumption made in calculations, like an ideal system without friction and losses and 
sampling and computing overheads. 
For the servo-motor, the correlation between the model and actual responses for the thrt't' 
motion cases is good. In the modelled responses, it is possible to get exactly matching curv('8 
by altering available gains in the controller action. But in the experimental servo-motor 
responses, under the available controller action, a following error is observed as a rt'Spon~' la~ 
between the desired and the actual output for all motion cases. This lag was less in slo"·~r 
motions used with the R-D-R and R-R-D cases. To eliminate this following error, it l!o 
realized that the servo-motor command would need to Ix· tuned. This is alre-ad)" AChit"\o«t in 
chapter 5 using the tuning algorithm given in equation (5.1). The command motion i.§ 
modified for the next cycle by using the position information obtained during tht" pr('\,\oull 
cycle in the control program. 
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From the crankshaft leading responses are obtained for the three motl·on C"'''AoC I h ~. not er words 
here the experimental response proceeds before than the required command. In the moddled 
crankshaft outputs this is negligible. Depending on the gain values set during the calculation 
of the constant speed motor and the servo-motor responses, the crankshaft respon~ is 
determined. Evidently a leading response results in lagging slider displacements for the R. H 
and R-D-R motions. In the third motion the matching between the crankshaft command and 
response was quite good. Only measurement error is observed during the dwell period which 
caused an offset other than zero slider displacement. 
Finally we may add some numerical values by looking at the actual slider displacements. The 
main concern is to see how well the slider met the requirements for the programmable action 
in the characteristically different motion cases. Here the values used in the calculation of tht' 
relative error contain experimental errors of measurement. 
For the R-R motion the relative error is observed between 5 and 8 % in the rise period. Wht'n 
the slider is near to top dead centre, the error is reduced to 1.5 %. At top dead centre, it is 
found between 0.10 and 0.2 %. During the return period of the motion, because of the leading 
response observed in the crankshaft output, the relative error became bigger, in the range of 5 
to 10 %. 
During the implementation of the R-D-R motion, the relative error is observed between 2 to 4 
% in the rise period. This is reduced to 0.2 % during the dwell. Compared with the first part 
of the slider motion, however, the relative error got five times bigger in the return period. 
This is caused by leading response observed in the crankshaft output similar to the prevoius 
example. 
For the last motion case, R-R-D, during rise and return periods, the relative error is found in 
the range of 1.5 to 4 %. Here instead of getting zero slider displacement a positin· 
displacement offset is observed. The reason for this was the leading crankshaft response seell 
during dwell like the previous examples. 
7.3. Comparison of Torque, Angular Velocity and Power Curves 
. f h aI lations and measurefllents .art" In the second part of the result compansons, urt er c cu . 
I I · d th wer output This I .. Achlt\ 1,,1 carried out for the crankshaft torque, angu ar ve oclty. an e po . 
. .. h od I for the torque di!tlributioG by including a set of calculatIOn routines ID t e computer III e 
and power flow relations, given in chapter 6 for a difTert~nti&1 gear-unit and currt1'lpondinttl ~ 
introducing a torque transducer into the experimental sd-up. 
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Figure 7.5.(a) and (b) show a quantitative comparison of torque. angular velocit\ and 
transmitted power for the R-R motion. 
The first plots on the left hand side of Figure 7.5.( a) and (b) represe t th Il e output torqu~ 
calculated from the relations between the input torques in the model and those tak~n from a 
carrier amplifier, representing the crankshaft torque. The variables in each plot is scaled and 
presented with the same units for both studies. The torque axis is given in 7'.m and tinlt' in 
milliseconds. A calibration value has been used for the experimental torque, i.e: 3 voh~ 
represent 14.714 N.m. The measured torque is given in !\.m and time in samples by usin~ thr 
calibration torque value. 
In the second plots in the middle of Figure 7.5.(a) and (b), the angular velocities of the 
crankshaft can be seen. They are calculated by using the kinematic relation betwt't'n tht" 
inputs of a differential gear-unit and also applying pulse-counting. Both outputs are gi\'t'n in 
rad/s and on a time basis in milliseconds and samples in the same figure. 
The third plots on the right hand side of Figure 7.5 show the calculated and transmitted 
power in Watts and against time in milliseconds and samples. These values are found by 
multiplying given torque and angular velocity results from the previous plots. It is ~n that 
the agreement between the model and the experiments is reasonable in terms of amplitude 
and characteristics. It indicates the validity of torque, power calculation for two driving input 
conditions previously given in chapter 6. 
Figure 7.6 represents the calculated and measured torque, angular velocity, and transmitted 
power for the R-D-R motion. All variables in these plots are given with similar scales and 
identical units as above R-R motion. 
Figure 7.7 represents the model and measured experimental torque, angular velocity alld 
transmitted power for the R-R-D motion with same units and scale previously given for olht'r 
two motions. 
When these curves for the R-R, R-D-R and R-R-D motions are studied onl' b)' one. furlht"f 
comments may be added for the existing differences between the theoretical and tIlt' 
experimental results. 
In the R- R motion in the Figure 7.5, the experimental output torqlll' 11lt"A. ... url·l1lt'nt .. hmu 
some differences from the modelled results in the s\'cond half of tht' torqut' cunt". Ihr 
intert"Bting point here is that, this output torque characteristic is foulld 
servo-motor torque calculated rather than the crankshaft torque. 
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This is simply thought to have resulted because of the developed od I h' h' rod mew Ie lOt uct-d 
nonlinear coupling characteristics into the equations of motion In real tt bO 
• }t' ~:- ~tt'm. t b I!-
becoming less obvious than the model. Since all accelerations and d«elerato\. ..r __ J ull~ are penorrnnJ 
by the servo-motor, whole torque characteristics are dOIlIinated by the servo-motor. Tht' 
experimental result is much closer than the measured torque but still with higher no is(" It"Hj" 
in the second plot on the middle. The amplitudes of the high frequency components art" 
noticable too. 
As given in the Figure 7.6, quite good dwell period is found from the model for the R-D-R 
motion. However, while measuring the torque, some oscillatory beha\'iour is observt-d nfter 
the dwell period. Although similar motion characteristics have been obtained before' tht dwell, 
after then, it become oscillatory. A similar behaviour is observed in the crankshaft angular 
velocity. This is thought to be caused not only the result of imperfect dwell but also with 
inclusion of other transmission elements. In the angular displacement curves of chapter 4, this 
behaviour can not be traced. However, it is noticable enough in the actual system. It should 
be pointed here that before connecting the flexible couplings, the oscillatory behaviour Set'll 
was not the same. Inclusion of transmission elements with longer transmission line certainly 
amplified this undesirable behaviour. 
Quite good correlation between results are found for the R-R-O motion in Figure 7.7. 
Especially the crankshaft angular velocity which is much closer to the model results and was 
reduced noise levels. The reason was, therefore, the operation at lower speeds so the 
amplitudes of the higher frequency components are greatly reduced. After performing dwell, 
similar oscillatory behaviour is seen in the beginning of the next motion cycle and then these-
oscillations die and the system output is become smooth. The results are given only for one 
cycle here. Actually without flexible couplings on the transmission line, these oscillations were 
not that obvious. 
7.4. Comparison of The Programmable Drive Only and The Hybrid Arrangement 
Here the mathematical model is used for the comparison of the two alternativt t«hniquMi; 
the programmable drive only and the hybrid arrangement. In order to defint" a referf.'nce bal;i~ 
for comparisons, the same slider motions are achieved using both alh·rnatives. They have 
then been investigated in terms of their input torque:--. angular velocities and pO""'r 
requirements from the programmable servo-motor. 
, ' L ___ ...I th tl designed mution". f{.f{~ H·I)· All comparisons in the followlflg section are ~ on e Irl"t' 
R, and R-R-D. 
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7.4.1. Considerations on The Servo-Motor Po Req. wer wremcn ls 
Initially the R-R motion is studied. By u . th . 
slOg e repr'-sentatIH mood f"quations Lt" 
calculations are carried out for the servo-motor I I' . If angu ar ve onty. torque and po. t'· _ wer. (" Igure I .. 
shows the torque-angular velocity diagram calculat d f, I . . 
e or t 115 motton. The full line repr~nts 
the programmable drive only and the dotted line shows th I ·b·d e I) rJ arrangemen t . 
TORQUE2 (Servo-motor/N.m) 
s.e 
-50.0 -25.0 
-2. 
-5.0 
THETA2DOT (rad/s) 
Programmable drive only arrangement 
Hybrid arrangement 
Figure 7.8. Torque-angular velocity diagram for the R-R motion. 
50.9 
The servo-motor used is capable of operating in four quadrants of the torque-angular velocit) 
diagram. It is possible to accelerate the mechanism connected to the motor and also 
decelerate by electro dynamic braking and then reverSt' the rotation. In two quadrant 
operation, the mechanism is either accelerated in the clockwisl' direction lopt'ration III the 1st 
quadrant) or anti-clockwise (operation in the 3rd quadrant). When the flll"('hani~rn I~ rtquirl'd 
to be slowed down. the braking action is achieved operating in the 2nd and ·1th quadrant. 
As it can be seen from Figure 7.8 that the programmable drive only arrangt'llu'nl rtquir~ l"ll 
quadrant operation, always in clockwise direction. All quadriulb of oJX'r."\tlllll cUt' rtquir~ for 
the hybrid arrangement and the torque-angular velocit)" diagram IS shift.·d to tht' I .. rt WIth 
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lesser angular velocities. 
Figure 7.9 represents the time variation of (}2' T2 and P2 for the R-R motion. The serv<r 
motor requirements are shown with a full line for the programmable drive only and the 
dotted line is for the hybrid arrangement. 
When the curves are studied one by one with reference to a few salient points, we can see the 
obvious power reduction for this motion case. To achieve the designed slider output, the 
programmable drive only arrangement requires the following maximum and minimum peak 
serv<rmotor torques, angular velocities and power; 
T2 = 2.2294 N.m 
max 
T 2 . = -3.07300 N.m 
mIn 
82 = 43.9840 rad/s max 82 . = 17.1910 rad/s mIn 
p 2 = 82.8306 Watt 
max 
P2 . = -131.7738 Watt 
mIn 
For the hybrid arrangement, the serv<rmotor requirements are: 
T2 = 2.3551 N.m 
max 
T2 . = -3.1958 N.m 
mIn 
82 = 15.8008 rad/s max 82 . =-11.1643rad/s mIn 
P2 = 22.0188 Watt maX 
P2 . = -47.9724 Watt min 
At the above salient points, the main difference is found in the angular velocity requirement 
of the serv<rmotor, not much from the serv<rmotor input torques. By looking at P2 ,we max 
can say that power reduction is more than 1/3 of the programmable only, also nearly 1/3 for 
mimimum power requirements. 
The difference is seen in the last plots of Figure 7.9. This reveals that the same input torques 
but smaller power ratings would be required to accomplish the same task just by introducing 
lower angular velocities from the programmable input, the serv<rmotor. 
R-D-R and R-R-D motion examples have been considered further to see whether there will be 
any use for the dwell introduced slider motions in terms of the serv<rmotor torque and power 
requirements. 
Figure 7.10 represents the torque-angular velocity diagram for the programmable drive only 
and the hybrid arrangement where Figure 7.10.(a) is for the R-D-R and Figure 7.10.(b) for 
the R-R-D motion respectively. Two and four quadrant operation are found with similar 
serv<rmotor input torque requirements for both motion cases. 
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Figure 7.11 then demonstrates the servo-motor requirements for the programmable drive only 
and the hybrid arrangement for the R-D-R motion. The outputs are 82 , T 2• and P2 and 
plotted in the same order as above. The programmable drive only results maximum and 
minimum peak torques, angular velocities and power as the following: 
T2 = 3.0975 N.m 
max 
T2 . = -3.3464 N.m 
man 
()2 = 17.8327 radjs 
max 
()2 . = -0.1389 radjs 
man 
P 2 = 13.6407 Watt max P2 . = -19.3226 Watt man 
For the hybrid arrangement, the servo-motor requirements are: 
T2 = 3.540045 N.m 
max 
T2 . = -2.998809 N.m 
man 
()2 = 3.7529 radjs 
max 
()2 . = -14.2010 radjs 
min 
P2 = 35.4713 Watt max P2 . = -40.0806 Watt mIn 
It is seen that there is not much difference in the servo-motor input torques. The servo-motor 
angular velocities indicate one and two directions of operation. In this example, however, the 
expected reduction in power requirement has not been found. The hybrid arrangement 
required higher servo-motor power. It is found as 2.6 times the maximum power requirement 
which is not desirable at all. 
Finally the servo-motor requirements are calculated for the R-R-D motion. The plots are 
given in Figure 7.12. The programmable drive only requires maximum and minimum value 
torques, angular velocities and power as the following: 
T2 . = -4.7910 N.m 
mIn 
T2 = 5.6525 N.m 
max 
82 . = -0.2357 radjs mIn 82 = 25.8388 radjs max 
P2 = 25.4824 Watt 
max 
P2 . = -35.1112 Watt mIn 
For the hybrid arrangement, the servo-motor requirements are: 
T2 = 5.9589 N.m 
max 
T2 . = -4.4968 N.m 
man 
82 = 12.0600 radjs max 82 in= -14.3158 rad/s m 
P 2 = 33.4879 Watt 
ma%' 
P 2 . = -56.4564 Watt 
mIn 
Higher power requirements are found for the hybrid arrangement in generating the R-R-D 
motion. The maximum power is higher 1.3 times than the equivalent programmable 
requirement. 
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So by looking at these figures we can make a conclusive statement about the characteristics 
for the implemented motion. Thus if small modulations, like R-R motion characteristics are 
introduced there will be no doubt about reduction from the servo-motor power requirements. 
However, when a dwell is introduced, the hybrid arrangement does not offer the expected 
reduction on the servo-motor power requirements. On the contrary. it nearly doubles the 
requirements and power ratings. 
The observations for the comparisons of the programmable drive only and the hybrid 
arrangement are given in the following table. 
MOTION ARRANGEMENT POWER REQ. TORQUE REQ. VELOCITY REQ. 
Programmable P 2mar' P 2man T 2max' T 2min 02maA + ),02man( +) 
R-R 0.26 P2mar T 2mar °2max( +) 
Hybrid 0.36 P2min T2min 92min( - ) 
. . 
Programmable P2mar, P2min T 2mar' T 2min 82mor( + ),82min( +) 
R-D-R 2.60 P2mar T 2mor °2mor(+ ) 
Hybrid 2.07 P2min T 2min °2min( - ) 
Programmable P2mar, P2min T 2mor' T 2min 92mor( + ),02min( +) 
R-R-D 1.30 P2max T 2mar 92mor( +) 
Hybrid 1.60 P2min T 2min °2min( - ) 
7.5. The Regenerative Programmable Systems 
This section discusses the energy considerations for the two alternative techniques involving a 
slider-crank mechanism. In order to achieve a programmable slider action, presently available 
which is a constant speed motor with a flywheel and proposed the hybrid arrangement are 
investigated. The system is assumed to be ideal without losses due to friction in these 
examples. 
The constant speed motor/flywheel driving a slider-crank 
In conventional mechanical systems, the excess energy can be stored as kinetic energy of 
rotation or it is totally lost from the system by conversion to heat or noise etc. Standard 
linkage mechanisms with large flywheels experience typical regenerative system in pract.ical 
appl ications. 
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The flywheel is capable of storing and delivering kinetic energy depending on the 
requirements for the supply and demand. The flywheel buffers out the energy flow between 
the motor and the mechanism, and its moment of inertia also controls the output fluctuations 
acting as a mechanical filter. So energy is transferred back to the motor during one part of 
the slider motion and is available for use during other part of the slider motion according to 
the slider speed achieved. In the absence of external loads, the mechanism would run 
indefi ni tely . 
Here the motion of the slider is fixed by the rotational speed of the flywheel and the output is 
totally regenerative but non programmable. 
The servo-motor driving a slider-crank 
In direct generating non-uniform motion, the programmable drive only arrangement achieves 
the motion by providing the required accelerating and decelerating torques. Although the 
desired variability in slider motion is achieved, the energy interchange between mechanical 
and electric components does not allow very efficient use of energy. Since there is no simple 
way of storing re-usable energy, their regenerative capacity is very limited. 
The hybrid arrangement driving a slider-crank 
By using a differential gear-unit and a flywheel the motion of the slider can possibly be made 
both regenerative and programmable. By use of a low energy control input, the transfer of 
energy between the flywheel input and the crankshaft could be regulated. Energy could be 
transferred from the crank to the flywheel even when the rotational speed is less than that of 
the flywheel. 
In principle, the hybrid arrangement offers both programmable and regenerative output. 
7.S. Conclusion 
A theoretical study must always be supported by an experimental verification. For this 
purpose, a complete check of the model was thorougly obtained by using the experimental 
set-up and quantitative comparisons were presented in this chapter. While testing the 
computer model against the experimental work, great care was taken to ensure that the 
results were reliable and v('rification was good enough. 
The model based and experimental set-up slider outputs have given complete satisfaction. 
The slider has met the requirements of the three designed motions. As already mentioned, 
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however, during the output torque measurement, the measurements obtained on the 
crankshaft and the computer model have shown some discrepancies. They were thought to be 
the result of noise, unbalanced masses and the carrier amplifier used. The developed model 
was also thought to be another source in terms of introduced high nonlinearity in the 
equations of motion of the system. In addition to this, the model results were calculated for 
an idealized system free from real effects. 
This chapter has also given an oppurtunity to reveal the comparative advantages and 
disadvantages of the programmable drive only versus the hybrid arrangement for the servo-
motor power requirements and their potential regenerative capacity for future applications. It 
has seen that depending upon the modulations required either the hybrid arrangement was 
advantageous or disadvantageous. This result made clear that modulation amount was a very 
important and determining point for future applications of the hybrid machines. 
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CHAPTERS 
BOND GRAPHS FOR THE HYBRID ARRANGEMENT 
8. L Introduction 
Bond graphs were first used in 1959 by Prof. H.M. Paynter at M.I.T (Cambridge, Mass. 
U.S.A) as a new concept utilizing power and energy as input-output variables to simplify the 
intensive use of block diagrams for servocontrols and simulation problems. (For a 
bibliography the reader is referred to [8.1 D. Since then the bond graph structure has been 
further developed in the last decade particularly by Prof. Dean Karnopp and Prof. Ronald 
Rosenberg [8.2]. 
Bond graphs consist of signs, lines and simple symbols for the representation of engineering 
systems. Both energy and signal exchanges can be shown in this linear graph and a clear 
picture of the relationship between the variables of a dynamic system can be obtained. 
In the past, most applications of bond graphs have been almost entirely applied to 
mechanical systems. However, like all systems that involve mixed engineering components of 
all types, mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic and thermal, can be conviniently 
represented by bond graphs. 
In its applications, bond graphs are used in a variety of ways. For example, either bond graph 
of a system is constructed with a given Lagrangian [8.5] or the reverse is achieved, a given 
bond graph is used in writing the equations of motion [8.9]. The second approach also 
provides a suitable way to establish the generalized coordinates. the generalized forces and to 
compute state functions for a variety of systems. The structure of the graph contains all. or 
almost all, of the information if the system is linear or mildly nonlinear. However. in syslt"ms 
that are highly nonlinear, the graph structure can contain relatively little information and 
serve rather little purpose. 
Compared with other techniques of representation, such as differential equations. transft"r 
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functions, block diagrams and signal flow graphs a bond graph has the advantage of 
-providing a graphical representation of the interactions between all components in a system. 
-mIxmg the energy systems that can be bonded together without regard to the form of 
energy, 
-presenting a powerful tool in developing a systematic approach to obtain state equations for 
dynamic systems. 
It has been accepted that bond graphs can bridge the gap between control engineering and the 
parts of the engineering science whose power has greater importance in energy conversion 
[8.8]. However, the emphasis is put on the studies that, bond graph IS only a graphical 
language rather than a solution technique. 
In this chapter, the bond graph concept is considered from the word bond graph, the power 
graph and the final bond graph form with the causality. The equations of motion are used to 
construct bond graphs. The exact equations of motion are modified during the logical 
procedure of bond graph modelling, like separate dc-motors and a differential gear-unit with a 
coupled slider crank mechanism. The reason for these changes was the result of high 
nonlinearity observed in the model equations developed in chapter 4. This is explained in the 
following section in detail. 
8.2. Linear System Equations for Bond Graph Modelling 
To carry out bond graph modelling for the hybrid arrangement, the equations of motion, 
equation (4.13) and (4.15) given in chapter 4 are reconsidered here. The characteristic of 
these equations is that each axis includes coupling terms from the other axis. For example, 
the equation of motion of the constant speed motor, equation (4.13) includes the 
displacement, velocity and acceleration terms of the servo-motor. Similarly, the equation of 
motion of the servo-motor, equation (4.15) includes the displacement, velocity and 
acceleration terms for the constant speed motor. All of these mixed terms introduce high 
nonlinearity to the system equations. Thus this makes bond graph representation for the 
hybrid arrangement more difficult and complicated. 
The intention of using bond graphs here is to simplify the power structure of the system and 
to show energy exchanges clearly. To achieve this. a decision is made and the equations of 
motions are simplified. The coupling effects in the equations of motion are not taken into 
consideration. Therefore compared with the equations of motion of tht' system. relatinly 
different set of equations of motion are used throughout this chapter. The repr~nl&tin 
system is thought with two separate motors and t heir inputs are summed by a differential 
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gear-unit to drive a slider-crank mechanism. 
Consequently when the differential gear-unit IS applied as a two degrees of freedom 
mechanism some difficulty is found in the bond graph representation. This is eliminatt"d b: 
doing some manipulations in the graph representation. These changes are explaint"d the 
following sections. 
Evidently because of simplified system equations some of the system details are lost. but an 
attempt is made to get some use from the bond graph representation for the hybrid 
arrangement. 
8.3. Fundamentals of Bond Graphs 
Before presenting the bond graph concept and derivation of models, the reader is 
recommended to look at the summary of the basic elements of bond graphs [8.4], [8.8] and 
their definitions with given examples in Appendix 4, Table AA.1. 
Here the bond graph technique is summarized with the help of the word bond graph, standard 
elements and the concept of causality. 
8.3.1. The Word Bond Graph 
The word bond graph form identifies an initial representation of the system with words and 
lines. The words represent the system components and the lines indicate power exchange 
between them. Each line carries a pair of signals whose product is power. This is a well-suited 
form to display the power structure of the systems. 
Figure 8.1.(a) shows the principle of a word bond graph with an example of a dc constant 
speed motor coupled by a load (mechanism). This form can also be used to represent a closed 
control loop with feedback signals. This is exemplified by a servo-motor driven mechanism 
where position feedback is added. 
In Figure 8.1.(b), feedback is represented by lines wit.h arrows indicating one way signal 
flows. These are called as degenerate bonds [8.1] such that the information is comrnunicat'~ 
without power. Position and velocity signals are transrnittt"d without any back effect. 
By combining the above word bond graph representations the hybrid arrangemt"nl is ~h(lwn in 
Figure 8.1.(c). 
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In word bond graphs, the transfer functions for command, amplifier and controller are 
handled in a standard block diagram manner. However in a true bo d h h 
. n grap, t e components 
are not represented by a full description instead they are replaced by the standard bond graph 
elements. 
8.3.2. Standard Elements of Bond Graphs 
The bond graphs employ a standard set of elements for modelling power flows in a dynamic 
system. The lines connecting the elements are named as bonds. Associated with each bond. 
there are two variables; a cause and an effect reacting with each other to provide new causes. 
They are the effort, e(t) and the flow, f(t) giving a product. the power P(t). So each bond is 
equivalent to two signals in conventional block diagram notation. 
P(t) = e(t) . f(t) (8.1 ) 
and this bond is represented as follows: 
e 
f 
where the half-arrow describes the assumed direct ion of positive power flow. In mechanical 
devices, the effort and flow become the torque and angular velocity, whereas in electrical 
circuits the voltage and current respectively. 
The standard elements of bond graphs are classified according to the number of bonds that 
they represent, as one-port, two-port and multiport. There are nine basic multiport elements 
that are grouped into four categories according to their energy characteristics. These elements 
and their definitions are summarized in the following part and also in Appendix 4 Table 
A.4.1. 
One-ports are the elements exchanging energy with the system through one bond only 
including resistance-elements, called R-e/ements; capacitance-elements, called C.demt'nts; and 
inertia-elements, called I-elements. 
The resistance elements that dissipate energy are represented by H.. ie: resistors, damper~. 
friction etc. The R-elements have a functional relation between effort and flow. ('hey t&k~ 
power from the system and transform it into a considerable loss as heat.. The ~lorage elements 
store all kinds of energy forms are indicated by C and l, ie: capacitor~. inductors. springs tole. 
The C-element represents a relation between time derivative of effort and flow, whereas the 1_ 
element gives a relation between the time derivative of the flow and effort. 
The effort and flow sources Se' Sf are also included within the one-port elements. i.e: voltage 
and current sources. In an effort source, effort is independent of flow while in a flow source 
the flow is independent of effort. 
Two-port elements have two bonds for energy exchange within the system. They are the 
transducers forming power flow from one physical domain into another domain without 
storing or dissipating energy but preserving it. 
The transformer (TF) represents efforts and flows that are proportional due to the power 
conservation. The best examples are the gear reducers and t he electrical transformers. The 
ratio of the efforts is called the transformer ratio (or modulu:o-). The gyrator (GY) is defined 
where the input effort is proportional to the output flow and the output effort proportional to 
the input flow. An electric motor is a well-known example for the gyrator. The constants of 
proportionality are equal due to power conservation and are called as the gyrator ratio (or 
modulus). Both transformer and gyrator may be adjustable. Their conversion ratios can be 
modulated by a signal applied through an activated bond and they are represented by the 
symbols (MTF) and (MGY). 
The junctions are the three-ports indicated by 0- and 1- are equivalent to parallel and series 
connections in electrical circuit diagrams. In some studies, they are represented by p- and s-
junctions. 
Zero represents a junction through which a common effort passes and into which the SUIII of 
the flows is zero. On the other hand, a one represents a junction through which the flows are 
equal and the efforts add up to zero. The junctions are power conserving at each instant and 
the power transports of all bonds add up to zero at all times. 
8.3.3. The Causal Bond Graphs 
In a bond graph representation, each bond can be marked by a vertical bar. This establishes a 
sense of input-output to each of the elements in the system and defines the eauailly. I'ht' 
assignment of causality gives a new capability for displaying the variabl(·s. 
The effort causality exists in the direction towards t.o the bar and flow causality away from 
it. The open end of a bond indicates the causal direction of the flow signal. This is shown ~ .. 
the following. 
e-
+-f 
e+-
=> "I 
-f 
There are some rules for the selection of causality on the bond graphs. The ports of the 
elements are classified into four different groups for causality assignment. 
-The ideal sources (Se'S f) have a fixed causality. Sources that impose an effort or a flow to 
the system are represented with an arrow pointing away from the source. 
Sf I~ 
-The storage elements (C, I) have a preferred causality, like integral causality or derivative 
causality, depending upon the computational requirement. For 1- and C-elements the energy 
flow is chosen into the element. 
I~C and ~I 
-Junctions, transformers and gyrators have causal constramts. The causality of one of the 
ports fixes the causalities of the others. A transformer transmits causality straight through 
itself with no change in direction. On the other hand, a gyrator inverts the direction of 
causality so that an effort causality into the gyrator will result in a flow causality out. 
Referring to the junctions, an input effort determines all other efforts in a O-junction. The 1-
junctions contain a common flow, one input flow determines all output flows, whilst one 
effort is determined as a sum or difference of all input flows. 
Some of the examples for gyrators and transformers are: 
If I~GY~then I~GY~ 
If ~GY~then~IGYI~ 
If I~ TF ~ then I~ TF I~ 
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If ~ 0 ~then~1 0 ~I 
V ~ 
If I~ 1 ~then I~ 1 I~ 
V 11 
-The dissipative elements have a free causalzty which means that causal forms can bf' taken 
without any preference or constraint, such as a linear resistor. This can also be called as 
indifferent causality. 
V 
I~R:R 
I 
=> V=RI 
8.4. The Power Graph 
or 
V 
~R:R I=V/R 
The power graph provide a useful and clear way of displaying the relationships. It is the 
detailed form of the word bond graph with added effort and flow variables and power 
direction arrows. 
To clarify the system's power structure, the hybrid arrangement is shown with two separate 
examples and related power graphs are presented. The first example is a constant speed motor 
with the annulus of a differential gear-unit driving a load (slider-crank mechanism). The 
second one is a servo-motor with a gear reducer driving a load. 
The equation of the armature of the dc-constant speed motor is 
where LI is motor inductance, Rl is motor resistance, II is armature current, K«'I i!'> t'rnf 
constant, KgI is armature voltage and 81 is tht' angular displacement of the dc constant .. ~ 
motor. 
The dynamic equation of the constant speed motor 
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where J 1 is the equivalent inertia, referred to the armature of th ta ~ 
e cons nt s~ motor. the 
annulus of the differential gear-unit and the mechanism C . th f" I . 
. d IS e nctlona reslstanc.' and K . I 
t IS motor torque constant. For simplicity K is taken I t L' 
1 e l equa 0 n t and both art' 
represented by KI as the gyrator ratio in the power graphs. I 
The relations to express electrical and mechanical power are given as; 
(8.5) 
where T gl IS the generated constant speed motor torque and Eb is the back emf and is 
directly proportional to 01' If all the electrical and mechanical lo~ in the electr~mechanical 
link are neglected other than Cdl , then the power into the link can be taken to be equal to 
the power out. 
The kinematic relationships for the inputs of the differential gear-unit used is also giVt'n with 
the belt reduction as; 
(8.6) 
By usmg the above equations, the related power graph can be drawn. It is given in Figure 
8.2.(a). This power graph represents a system which includes a dc motor with reduction in 
two stages, one by belts and the other by gears. At the end it drives a slider-crank 
mechanism. 
The primary variables are the voltage and torque which are the efforts and the current and 
angular velocity are the flows in the system. he power is directed from the voltage source, as 
shown by half-arrow heads that represent the positive power flow, and goes to the armature 
resistance and inductance of the motor and to the mechanical link. 91 and I I are the common 
variables. Only one input which is °1 exists on the differential gear-unit and it is applied from 
the casing. So equation (8.6) gives only a relation between 91 and 93, 
Figure 8.2.(a) can be detailed with all t he effort and flow variables to the bond. Figurt' ~,:!,(b) 
shows the resultant power graph with added variables. The analysis of Figure ~,:!.(b) allow~ 
us to write the equations in a very simple systematic way. For electrical t'it'fllt"nt.s tht") show 
that 
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while in mechanical elements 
where T 1 is the required load torque and T d
1 
is the torque lost by the friction. 
We can also write from the power graph that; 
(8.9 ) 
(~.lO) 
(~.ll ) 
and the storage element has a constitutive relation; 
(8.12) 
In order to show the second derivative with respect to time the Laplace operators can be used 
as 
(8.13 ) 
In graph representation with the use of a colon (:) the related parameter like mass, inertia can 
be attached to the other elements in the bond graph model representing whether they are 
dissipative or storage. 
In Figure 8.2.(a) and (b), gyrators and transformers are shown by crossed and parallel arrows 
respectively. In the same figure, the transformer ratio represents a constant parameter that 
includes both the gear sizes and the belt reduction and the transformer gives the following 
relations between the angular velocities and torques. 
and T 1 'I' 3 - g( I _ p) 1 (ti.l-I) 
These relations have already been derived and given in chapter 6. In there T3 is r .. present~ 
with a preceding minus sign to indicate the output. 
Similarly, the armature equation is written for the St'r\'«rmotor as: 
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the servo-motor dynamic equation is 
(8.16) 
where J 2 is the equivalent inertia which includes the serv t o-mo or armature. gear reducer and 
the mechanism. 
The constitutive relations are also written in the same order lik . h' I e as III ( e prevIous examp e 
with similar parameters. The only difference is the added feedback as an activated bond 
which represents proportional plus derivative control. In order to clarify the right hand ~ide of 
the equation (8.15), the total resultant voltage is represented with Kgt. in the power graph. 
The common variables are 12, O2 and the differential gear-unit gives a kinematic relation 
between O2 and 03 and acts as a simple gear reducer. 
The power graph of a servo-motor driving a mechanism is given in Figure 8.3.(a) and (b). By 
looking at these power graphs, the analysis of Figure 8.3.( b) allows us to write the system 
equations in a simple systematic way. These equations are similar to t he previous exam pit" 
except here the electrical elements give that 
(8.li) 
and the transformer gives the following relations for the angular velocities and torques. 
and '1' 1 T 3 = Ii 2 (8.18) 
The transformer ratio represents a constant parameter and it is dependent on the relative 
gear sizes. 
To show the power graph of the whole arrangement the power graphs given in Figure ~.2.(b) 
and Figure 8.3.(b) are then combined. This graph is given in Figure 8.4. The common 
variables are 11' 0
1 
and 12, O2, The differential gear-unit acts as a two degree of freedom 
mechanism and gives a kinematic relationship between 01, O2 and 03, In this power graph an 
important difference can be noticed in the representation of the transformer ratios. In ltlt" 
previous power graphs, Figure 8.2.(a) and Figure 8.3.(b) tht" transformer ratios are ~I\·t"n a... 
constant parameters. Here, however, they are given as ratios of two angular velocitit~. To 
obtain a correspondence between the bond graph represenlal ion and (he oIM'ration of the' 
differential gear-unit with two driving inputs. the transformer ratio for the' constant s,~ 
motor is given as 8
3
/0
1 
and the transformer ratio for the seno molor is gi\en a. .. 8.J0~' 
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MECHANISM 
(Silder- cran k) 
If one input exists at a time whether from the constant speed nlotor or I' lh rom e sen'o-motor. 
83 can be replaced from equation (8.6) and it gives a con:-;tant par<1./I,der again. ri;l~ is 
studied and discussed in chapter 6 in detail. 
Therefore, the analysis of I-junction in Figure 8.4 gives the following torque expression. 
This expression satisfies the operation of the differential gear-unit. 
Finally the mechanical part of the system has simply been shown by the word 'mechanism' 
and two ports coming are the generalized coordinates 81 and 82, However, if required. a bond 
graph representation for the slider-crank mechanism can also be created. The procedure and 
more detail are given in references [8.7], [8.11]. 
Up to this point, the power graph has only been used as a graphical way of showing the all 
relationships on the system. It can not yet be called as a bond graph. For full representation. 
the causality assignment should be added. If required the detailed outlint' of the power graphs 
and their applications can be found in [8.14] with explicit examples. 
8.5. Causal Bond Graph for The Hybrid Arrangement 
Causality may now be assigned according to the above rules and by applying the following 
algorithm given in [8.17]. 
-assign all fixed causalities. 
-apply all necessary constraints (like TF, GY etc.) of elements connected to the fixed 
causalities. 
-assign all preferred causalities. 
-apply all necessary constraints agam. If there are causal conflicts, then they must l>f' 
eliminated by changing the causality of some parts. 
After performing these steps one by one, the causalities for the hy brid arrangenlt'll t al«' 
properly assigned. 
The final completed form of bond graph is given in Figurl' S.S. Once l":-l;d>lish('t1. citu .... ,lity 
gives an automatic formulation of the system equations. If 1\ junction in hgur(' ~.:) Ilt lA~('n 
I th l't how' that the output voltage is lo F and thl' inputs art" from as an examp e, e causa \ y 5 ~ r 1 
K , Eb and E, so that 
91 1 1 
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At the 91 junction, we similarly obtain 
Td =Tg -Tl 1 1 (8.21) 
In the case of the gyrator, the equations are both identical. 
(8.22) 
(8.23) 
The constitutive relations for the storage and dissipative elemt'nts are; 
(8.24) 
(8.25) 
Basically equations from (8.21) to (8.25) can also be written for the servo-motor in the samt' 
order only by assigning causalities properly. The difference here is that if 12 junction in Figure 
8.5 is considered, the causality shows the output voltage is to E and the inputs are from 
"J. 
(8.26) 
where Kg includes proportional and derivative control action. Similarly. the causality for the 
v 
differential gear-unit can be written using I-junction. 
8.6. Conclusion 
This chapter was intended to present the basic definitions of bond graph language in general 
form and cover the method of practical assembly for the hybrid arrangement. 
The whole idea was mainly based on splitting the mam arrangement into ~f'llarat(' 
components that exchange energy or power through ident ifiable connt'C( ions or port.s. This 
helped to see the power flow from separate electric motors and a differential gear-unit to a 
slider-crank mechanism. The bond graph representation relatively simplified the \\'hole picturr 
of the system while describing the behaviour of it. 
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The concept of bond graph has been taken with many assumptions in lhi~ :-l ud~. \onlillearit~ 
of the system has not been taken into account at all. ~1ore complex model can be built b~ 
including nonlinearity from the available reference studies. The purpose hert' was to .;implify 
the power structure description of hybrid machines, that is why bond graphs \\,'r,' ~I\ l'll 
briefly. But although some time was spent on bond graph modelli ng t he met hod ha..;, not 
given full satisfaction for the representation of this system. 
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS 
9.1. The Present Work 
This work has presented a comprehensive study of hybnd machines. The advantages and 
disadvantages of using two inputs were compared with a one using a single programmable 
input. 
The systematic development of the work started with a brief description of the proposed 
hybrid arrangement and its components. Then the aim was to design characteristically 
different slider motions and implement them on this experimental arrangement. Subsequently 
three motion cases were decided and the kinematic and dynamic analyses were carried out for 
these motions. The inverse solutions were then presented in the form of inputs required from 
the constant speed motor and the servo-motor. 
To provide a better understanding of the system and the importance of its parameters and 
their effects, a mathematical model was developed. Lagrange's method of formulation was 
used to derive the equations of motion. These equations were solved by using the 4th order 
Runge-Kutta method of integration. The importance of this model was realized ill the 
progress of the work. For example, it was used to represent a single input programmablt' 
system, by simply eliminating the constant speed motor from the model. When all 
components were included, the model was used for the hybrid arrangement with a diff"rential 
gear-unit, having two degrees of freedom and programmable output. 
In order to observe the real system response, a set of experiments was carried out by usin~ the 
designed control hardware arrangement. Error compensation techniques were th"n st lJdi~ to 
get better responses from the servo-motor. When this was attempted by tunin~. ~nlt' 
unstable results were obtained from the algorithm. Although the problem was resoln"d during 
the implementation to the system, more work was required to eliminalf' lht' ot~r\'~ 
dissatisfaction. 
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A review was further included about differential transmission systems. The general analY.~I~ of 
a differential unit was presented with the fundamental torque and power relations. \ umerical 
problems for two driving inputs have been tackled also. All of the results from tht> computer 
model and the experimental arrangement were compared in terms of their magnitude and 
characteristics. 
Finally the bond graph technique has been reviewed and the hybrid arrangement has ~n 
represented graphically by using bond graphs. By doing this, the power relations were 
described in a more simplified manner. It was seen that the method was quite powerful to 
display energy storages, power flow, in a way of showing energy structure of the proposed 
arrangement clearly. Here the method has only been applied on a simple basis. Tht'refore 
most of the system details, such as motor coupling effects were not seen. The method requires 
more study on the system nonlinearity to show complete power structure of the hybrid 
arrangement. 
9.2. Observations on the present work 
Having studied both the model and experimental results, the observations were presented. 
They were based on the programmable drive only and the hybrid arrangement. Both were 
compared in terms of applicable optimum modulation and the power requirements from the 
programmable input. A reversed configuration was also studied by changing the inputs on the 
available system. The purpose for doing this was to decide a better configuration ror the 
hybrid arrangement. 
(i) Amo.nl 0/ Mod.lotion 
Three different slider motion cases; R-R, R-D-R, and R-R-D were studied primarily to 
conform or predict the optimum modulations and show the advantage of one characteri:.tic to 
the another for the application. 
The observations concluded, although it could be possible to perform a wide range of 
modulations such as; quicker forward stroke, slower return stroke, dwell period at top or 
bottom dead centre that there was a certain need to put some limitations on the ma~nitud(~ 
of modulation required for the optimum performance of the system to be obtained. Ott}('rwl~·. 
the advantages behind the hybrid machines would be lost. 
For the first motion case, R-R, the constant speed motor is operatt"d at its full s~i imd tht" 
designed slider motion is achieved without any difficulty. In the St'Cond motion, howt"\·t"f. 
when a dwell period is introduced to the slider motion. the requirt>menl from lht" srr' 0 motor 
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become severe. There was no doubt about system performance "or a dwell. 
I' but the operating 
torques were much higher than a motion without a dwell perl'od and ··th· 11 od! . 
\\ t ~ma m ll"it IOn 
requirements. Although nothing was changed in the system h' hi' 
- . Ig er acce eratlOns WN(' found 
from the numerical calculations. This was the indication of Il'tghe t .. .. 
r orque requuemen t.-- I rom 
the servo-motor. So the dwell requirement forced us to rUII the ta t ~ cons n s .... c~ molur at 
slower speeds from the beginning. This was considered as the first important difference. 
Otherwise, the servo-motor used would not be able to move the mechanism and to stup wht'n 
required. 
The concluding point was that the optimum modulation applied would only be fine control 
requirements on the slider output. This could be achieved by providing quicker or slower 
motion or introducing a constant velocity period for some varying time to control output 
impact velocity of the slider. To be more general. the output could belong to any mechanism 
other than a slider-crank where the programmable action was required. But this point would 
still be the same for the modulations intended to be achieved. 
Here the R-R type motion is recommended for use because of the suitability of its 
characteristics for any implementation. 
(ii) Servo-Motor Power Requiremenu 
It was anticipated that the size of the servo-motor would possibly come down after using tltt' 
hybrid arrangement. A lot of time was devoted to search for the system power requirements 
for this purpose. The computer model has been studied for the programmable drive only and 
the hybrid arrangement in terms of application of the input torques and required power 
ratings. 
After performing a set of calculations, the figures found were quite interesting and in a way it 
has supported the idea for smaller size servo-motor. When the search was over. for the R-R 
motion, when compared to the programmable drive only arrangement. there wa.o; oL\ ious 
reduction (more than 1/3) in the servo-motor power requiremellts for the h) brid 
arrangement. The same programmable motion was accomplished with lesser angular \'t'locity 
requirements from the servo-motor, but with similar input torques. That the sanlt" motion 
was achieved using a servo-motor with same rated torque capacity. but wilh Iesst"r 8pt't'<is ;Ultt 
obviously smaller power ratings. 
However. when severe modulations were introduced. like a dwell perioc.l. the Mno nwt"r 
power reduction has not been found. Actually. instead of reducing the poWt'r r~uirem("nl. the 
demand was multiplied or nearly doubled. This implied t.hat an import.wl d("("isilln IIIU!ll lH' 
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made to confirm what f od amount 0 m ulation was acc"ptable or ~.\ l'rt'. Thus before 
implementing any motion, initially one had to examine the ,ervo-motor requirements again 
be the best for IL,· programmable input without to decide which type of motion would 
offsetting anyone of the advantages. 
During the study, the servo-motor power 
characteristics. 
(iii) Alternative Configurations 
sIze IS reduced only for the R-R motion 
Lastly, the idea of a alternative transmission configuration was investigated by altering the 
inputs of the hybrid arrangement. The question was that of finding the ~t configuration by 
using the constant speed motor and the servo-motor inputs whether lower or higher gear 
ratios would be desirable. 
In the proposed arrangement, the annulus, carnes planets was driven by the constant speed 
motor. The servo-motor input was given from the torque arm sleeve, the sun gear and the 
differential gear-unit was then used for summing up these uniform and programmable inputs. 
For the servo-motor input, the differential mechanism used has provided 1/ p (nearly 1.3528) 
reduction, only by gears. On the other side, the constant speed motor input has been reduced 
1/(I-p)g (nearly 7.1898) with inclusion of belts and gears. The reduction ratio of the constant 
speed motor input was found to be nearly 5.3 times biggc.>r t han the servo-motor one. In the 
assumed reversed configuration, the servo-motor was introduced from the annulus, with 
higher reduction ratios, initially by belts and then gears. The constant speed motor input was 
then given the torque arm sleeve, the sun gear and the reduction is achieved only by gears. 
Here the reduction ratio of the servo-motor input was nearly 5.3 times bigger than the 
constant speed motor input. 
In order to be certain about the idea, the equations of motion for the reversed configuration 
were derived by using Lagrange's method of formulation. They were then solved using 4th 
order Runge-Kutta method. Thus how these configurations differed was found by comparing 
the derived system equations and their solutions. To define a comparison basis, the samt' 
slider motions were achieved with both configurations; the programmable drin' only and th ... 
hybrid arrangement without changing any parameters in the system. It was evid ... ntly found 
that the requirements from the servo-motor was incrc.·a.w<i lIl'arly 6 tinll':'- for th ... rcn'rSNi 
configuration. The servo-motor used would not be able to perform the designt"d ~lid('r lllollUIl' 
at all. However, when the reversed configuration was used. one point Wl\.'i c\t'Ar about lht' 
result.s for the programmable drive only and the hybrid arrangt'menl. In lhe rt"\t"fliiMi 
configuration, compared to the programmable driH'. the h) brid arran~(,I11('nt "till orr .. rt"d 
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reduction in the power requirements for the R-R motion but not for the R-D-R and R-R-D 
motion cases. 
The best input configuration for the servo-motor was found be the case wh"re it was applied 
from the input which introduces least gear reduction. Fortunately without being aware of this 
sharp outcome from the beginning of this work, the better input configuration for both 
motors happened to have been chosen. The reason was the suitability for the experimental 
set-up indeed. 
Additionally it may be pointed here that, the annulus was considered to be showing flywheel 
effect. In the available computer model, the change in the annulus inertia has shown small 
effect on the servo-motor accelerations and torque requirements. Since the annulus inert.ia was 
included with the constant speed motor armature inertia, it was more effective for the 
calculations on the constant speed motor torque. In ordt'r to make this point. clear. the 
computer model has been studied with different annulus inertias such as J
a
• 2J
a
, 3J
a 
and the 
outputs were observed. 
All of the observations were summarized in the following table for three slider motions at the 
end. 
MOTION ARRANGEMENT MODULATION SERVO REQ. REGENERATIVE REV. CONF. 
Programmable Good High Inefficient 
R-R Not good 
Hybrid Good Reduced Good 
Programmable Good Normal Inefficient 
R-D-R Not good 
Hybrid Severe Doubled Good 
Programmable Good Normal Inefficient 
R-R-D Not good 
Hybrid Severe Increased Good 
-... --~ 
CORcluioR 
_..J • od t' to programmable modulation of non-uniform motion The work has present~ an IIltr ue Ion 
. . .~ t' n output.s WNt' obtaintd b) tAiloring th .. 
using hybrid machines. \OIl-UlllIorm mo 10 
. 'd ange of rPnuirernents. n .. xibilit) in motioH WA, .. fundamen tal in pu t motioll to Sill t a WI e r ~ '1 
li2 
certainly introduced and the change-over time was red ed .' h f II .. 
uc \It It u programmablht \. It was 
also pointed that different linkage geometries could be __ .J • u~ to generate wider range of 
motions which are advantageous for the machine desig d \ . 
ner an user ... n emphasis was made 
about the potential for the regenerative action capacity with requ·.red f th ··fi· d 
. ur er \ ert Icallon an 
understanding. 
In the hybrid machine application, some limitations were also realized. For example, one 
limitation was found as the optimum modulation to be implemented. only within line 
modulation limits. A second was found especially during the experimental implementation on 
the controller arrangement. This was the essential motion coordination between both inputs. 
Thus the input from the servo-motor must always be coordinated with the input from the 
constant speed motor in which has introduced a synchronization issue for the control 
hardware arrangement. Otherwise, the required variability and accuracy would be lost nde 
by cycle for the slider. 
Lastly, we may possibly say the results of this work highlighted that the hybrid machines had 
encouraging promises and features. When the right decision is made for the applicable 
modulations, they could always be used as a programmable modulator for various motion 
applications without offsetting their advantages. 
9.3. Recommendations for continuation of work 
At this moment, one suggestion is to introduce a flywheel into the available experimental set· 
up and repeat the experiments for the carried torques and transmitted power with a real 
flywheel effect. These could be accomplished by using different sizes of flywheel to obtain a 
real regenerative action from the system. Similar work must also be carried on by including a 
flywheel into the mathematical model equations. 
Another point is the differential gear-unit chosen. In the work presented. all observations art" 
dependent upon the differential gear-unit used. In the studied arrangement. for exalllplt-. 
standard driving methods, Vee belts and a reaction plate are used to drin' the casing and the 
torque arm sleeve respectively. However I different driving methods can bt· applied d«·()t·ndin~ 
upon the experimental set-up designed. Alternatively, the casing can tx· drin'll by a couplin~. 
by gears, by worm and wheel or by chain. Similarly, the other input can lx' appli("(1 1I~lUg 
available accessories such as a flange. a gearwht't>l, worm and wtwd or timing bdt pullt'). 0111" 
last point can be added for the gear-unit ratios. The differential gear·ullIl uS4·d only COH'r~ i' 
specific gear ratio. But different gear-ratios can be investigatt'<i a., a fir!ol ~l"'p and ont' In th .. 
optimum can then be decided. Additionally, different differential ~ear· ullit dt"Si~n!o C'lIl 1M' 
searched. Instead of using a differential with casing. a differential unit \\ Ith two input ~haft.!'o 
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can be studied. This can also answer the question of n:ultiple hybrid arril.llgenlt'nts more 
clearly. 
In addition to the above, to obtain a better estimate for the system performance, it would lx-
required to deal with a more complex model which includes real effects such as friction forces, 
losses and external forces on the slider also. To have a complete understanding on the hybrid 
machines this can be a further research. 
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APPENDIX 2 
LAGRANGE FORMULATION OF SLIDER CRANK 
The slider-crank mechanism is given In Figure 3.5. T t is the total kinetic e!lNg)' of the 
mechanism as the summation of the energies of the individual links. 
Energy expression for individual links are as follows. 
x 2 = rlcos8 ; 
x2 = -rlOsin8 ; 
Y2 = r}sin8 
'h = r}8cos8 
(:\,~,l) 
(A.2.2) 
where x
2 
is the distance from the centre of mass of link 2 in the x direction and y 2 is the 
height from the centre of mass of link 2. 
X3 = rcos8+ I} cos</>j 
X3 = -r Osin8-11 ~sin</>; 
x.. = rcos8 + leos</> ; 
* .. = -r Osin8-I~sin</> ; 
Y3 = l}sint/> 
)'3 = I} <Pcost/> 
Total kinetic energy of the mechanism T, is: 
189A 
(A.2.3) 
(A.2A) 
(:\ ,,!.5) 
T - 1 J (}"2+1 2 (}"2 IJ [2·2 2 2 
t - 2" 2 2" m 2 r l + 2" 3 r 0 cos OJ(1 -() -r:'>ine)2):~ 
\ ./ .) (: . _.11 
Lagrange's equations are: 
for i= 1 ,2, ..... n (A.:!.7) 
where L is the Lagrangian given as the differellce between the total kinetic energy and the 
total potential enery; 
L=T-V 
So the differentiation of individual energy terms with respect to the generalized coordinatt' 
and time derivatives with respect to the generalized velocities, the equation of motion is 
obtained for the slider-crank mechanism. Its complete form is given in chapter 3. 
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APPENDIX 3 
LAGRANGE FORMULATION OF THE HYBRID ARRANGEMENT 
The total kinetic energy of the system is expressed as individ lJal energit.'S of each compont'nt 
in the hybrid arrangement as: 
(A.J.l) 
where T c is the rotational kinetic energy of the dc constant spet'd motor. T a is the rotational 
energy of the differential gear annulus, T .. is the rotational energy of the de St'rv~mot.or .. Tcr 
is the rotational energy of the crank and T" is the translational energy of the total ma .. ';;s on 
the slider. 
Individual energy terms for components are ginn as the following. 
(A.3.2) 
(A.3.3) 
(A.3.4) 
(A.3.5) 
(A.:J.6) 
Total kinetic energy of the system is then written as: 
(:\.:i."7 ) 
The values of slider displacement and velocity x. x and 83 art' written in Upt'll form llt'rt' ;\. ... : 
[ 2 . 8 )1.1 1/ l x= r+l-rcos83 - I -(y-rslD 3 
(A.3.8 ) 
(A.3.~I~ 
. f d·ff ential gear·lIllit is ,·\prrs..vd ~'i: the kinematic relationship for the IDpuls 0 a , er 
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(:\.3.10) 
If equations (A.3.B), (A.3.9) and (A.3.lO) are :-Ilbstituted into equation (A.3.S). the total 
kinetic energy is written as the following. 
(A.3.ll) 
Partial differentiation of each term in the total kinetic energy with respect the generalized 
. . . aT OT aT OT ... dl OT, ) dIsplacements and velocities as ao t I -.-' , ao " _._t and further tIme denvatlves for dt\ -.-
1 aO I 2 a02 8°1 
and J/ a~t) by using equation (A.2.7) yield final form of the equations of motion as given dt\ B02 
in chapter 4. 
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APPENDIX 4 
STANDARD ELEMENTS OF BO D GRAPHS 
name 
Sources 
Se -- e-source 
Sf -- f-source 
S -- source 
OiBBipators 
-- R res i lance 
Storage 
- - C capacitance 
-- I inertia nce 
TABLE I: 
constitutive relation 
e(t) given 
f(t) giv n 
t/ (cJ) = 0 
(' = Hf (li lH'ar) 
l;'(C ,q) = 0 
e= e(O)+l/ J fdt 
( linea r) 
~, (f.p) = 0 
f= f(O) 1/1 J ((II 
(lilH';H 
1 \ 
example 
Ilr • 
eu rrt'll t 1I r ' 
motor Co h'H dC':lt'ri t i( 
IIlt'chanicd dalllper, 
1.lectri al rt'sisl net' 
pring, 
hydraulic: ft' rvolr 
h) dra\lli in 
Transducers 
- TF - transformer 
- GY - gyrator 
- MTF- modulated 
transformer 
- MGY- modulated 
gyrator 
Junctions 
o - O-junction 
I 
1 - I-junction fl = f2= f3= .. .fn 
e1 +e2+e3+ ... en = 0 
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rack and pinion. 
cylinder and piston 
electrodynamic tr. 
kinematic mechanism 
electric motor 
equal forces 
parallel connection 
equal velocities 
series connection 
